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.( i
I
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Director:Dr. RobertL. Ash
An experimental study of the effects of leading edge sweep on surface
pressure and heat transfer rate for swept shock wave interference is
I,
f presented. This study was conductedas a cooperativeagreement between
NASA LangleyResearchCenter and Calspan-Universityof Buffalo Research
Center. Experimental tests were conducted in the Calspan 48-inch
Hypersonic Shock Tunnel at a nominal Mach number of 8, nominal unit
Reynolds number of 1.,5x 106 per foot, leading edge and incident shock
generator ,sweepangle_ of 0°, 15°, and 30°, and incidentshock generator
I
angle,of-attackfixedat 12.5°. Detailedsurfacepressureand heattransfer rate ]
on the cylindricalleading edge of a swept shock wave interference model _
}
were measured at the region of the maximum surface pressure and heat
• ,_
transferrate.
The experimentalstudyha3 shownthat pressureand heat transfer rate on
• the cylindrical leading edge of the shock wave interference model were




Peak surfacepressureand heattransferrate_onthe cylinderwereabout10
and30 timestheundisturbedflowstagnationpointvalue,respectively,forthe
0° sweeptest. A comparisonof the 15° and 30° sweptresultswiththe 0°
sweptresultsshowedthatpeakpressurewas reducedabout13 percentand
i
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At hypersonicspeeds, shockwaves can interactwith a vehicle'ssurface
and cause intenselocalsurfaceheatingand mechanicalloadswith attendant
_ structuraldamage. The first in-flightexample of the severityof shockwave
interferenceloadson structuralcomponentswas observedduringa test flight
_ of the X-15 researchairplane[1-2]*. The purposeof the flightwas to evaluate
handlingcharacteristicsfor upcomingflighttests of the HypersonicResearch
Engine (HRE), an axiSymmetdcram-scramjet. A "dummy"ramjetreplicaof the
HRE was suspendedfromthe X-15 ventralfin. Duringthe Mach 6.7 flight,the i
shock wave from the conicalengine inlet spike intersectedthe pylon and
engine cowl bow shock waves. The resulting shock wave interferenceli
patternsproducedhighspeed flowwhichimpingedon the pylonsupportand
• engine cowl causingstructuraldamage to both. The damage to the pylon
support caused premature separationof the dummy ramjet from the X-15 t_
duringits landingapproach. Fortunately,the X-15 researchairplanewas not J',
damaged.





Originally,damagewas attributedto increasedpressureand heatingrates ,
caused by vortex sheet Impingement on the leading edges of the pylon _ isupport and cowl [:2]. However, Ed ey [3] theorized the increased loads
resultedfrom shockimpingementheating•which caused large temperature
gradientsJnthe narrowimpingementregions..•The attendantthermalstresses
from these gradients.and high temperaturesprobablycaused_thestructural
I
_ failure[4]. His explanationshavebeensupportedby morerecentwork.
/
Shock interference is also an important design considerationfor space
transportationsystems such as the space shuttle. Duringthe supersonic-
hypersonicassentphase of a shuttlemission,shockwave interferenceoccurs
L_
_: in the channel between the shuttle vehicle and external fuel tank, and
between the solid rocket booster motors and external fuel tank [5-7].
_ Supportingstruts,whichare usuallyswept to the flow, are exposedto shock
wave interferencesimilarto enginecowlleadingedges.
i The National Aero-Space Plane (X-3O) will encounter shockinterference
loadingin several areas duringhypersonicflight at speeds up to Mach 25.
During a typical mission,the most severe environmentwill occur on the
scramjet engine cowl leading edge as it is subjected to.the combined
influencesof-the inlet ramp shockwaves and the vehicle bowshock wave.
t
Althoughthe deleteriouseffectsof someof the shockwave interferencesmay i
be avoided, the vehicle bow shockwave, which will pass across the cowl
le_dingedge at approximatelyMach 16, cannot be avoided. Tho resulting
shockwave interferencefrem thisconditionis the so-called"shock-on-lip"[8].
Defirition of the interference flowfletd and resulting surface loads at
hypersonic speeds, when high temperature effects are significant, is a
formidablechallengeto the aerodynamiciSt.
2
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The first experimentalstudiesto define these surface loads on the X-30
vehicle were documentedby Wieflng,et al [9,10] and Holden, et sl [11,12].
These studieswececonductedon a genedc wedge-cylinderconfigurationin
the NASA LangleyResearchCenter (I.aRC) 8-foot HighTemperatureTunnel
(8' HTT) and in the CaLspan48-inchand 96-inch HypersonicShockTunnels
as a cooperative research program between NASA LaRC and Calspan-
University of Buffalo Research Center (CUBRC.)=_(CUBRC is a nonprofit
organizationformed by Catspan Corporationand State University of New
I
York at Buffalo.) The genedcconfigurationproducedtwo-dimensionalshock
wave interferencepatternsrepresentativeof a cowl leadingedge parallel to
an incomingincidentshockwave. The mostsevere loadswere observedat
Mach 16 for an interference pattern which produceda supersonicjet that
impingedon the cylinderand increasedheatinglevelsup to 30 timesgreater
thanthe local(noshockinterference)stagnationpointheattransferrate [12].
Results from the experiments[9-12] were comparedwith computational
predictions of shock wave interference phenomena [8,13-18]. The
computationalpredictionsshowed good resolutionof the pressure;however,
the local heating rates were underpredicted. The cause of the
und.erpredictionis unresolved,but may be improvedwith finer meshes, high
temperature gas models,and turbulencemodels. The studies used ;wo-
dimensionalnumericalmodels with minimumgrid spacing, on the order of
10"S inches,to capture shockpatternsand wall temperaturegradients,and
hence predict heat transfer rates. The finiteelement adaptive unstructured
meshesused in references13, 14, 16, and 17 requiredapproximately9,000
gridpointswhichwas approximatelyone-thirdthe numberof grid pointsused
by other approaches[15]. Three-dimensionaltechniquesmay requireup to :.
3




one-half millio_-gdd points [!9,20]; hence, experimental results are still ,
___r requiredto providea databasebothfordesignand codevalidation. '_,;
_:_ The actual shockwave interferencepattem which willoccur on the X-30
• cowl leading edge is unknownat this time because the vehicle and engine
il configurationhave not been selected. The incident shock and the cowl
leading edge bow shock intersectionprobably willnot be two-dimensional.
3:
*., Rather, the_shock wave interference will be either swept, diagonal, or
I,
_i compoundwith respe_ to the cowl leadingedge. However,as a firststep to
define the surface effects from the shock-on-lipcondition,two-dimensionalshockwave inte:f rencepatternswere studiedre e tly[8-18]. Resultsfrom
these studies indicate that stress levels for the cowl leading edge are in
excess of the elastic limit for candidate structural concepts [18].
Consequently,the cowl leadingedge may need to be swept to reduce heat
• '_ transfer rates. Heat transfer rates and pressureson a cylindricalleading
i edge, sweptin an undisturbedhighvelocityflowfield,are reduced[21-25], and
the reductionof surfaceheatingis a functionof the cosineof the sweepangle
[24], However,sweptshockwave interferenceeffectswhichare applicableto
a swept cowl leading edge have not been studied. Therefore, su_ace
pressureand heat transferratesfromsweptshockwave interferenceneed to
be defined.
The presentworkis an extensionof the earliertwo-dimensionalstudies[9-
12] in that a swept or three-dimensionalconfigurationhas been studied.
Since a sweptcowlleadingedge may be requiredon the X-30 to reducethe
highheatingrateS,the presentexperimentsare timely. Glass, et al [26] have
presented a summary of experimental results for swept shock wave
Q
interference tests which have been compared with computational results
4
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[19,20]. However,completedocumentationof sweptshockwave interference ii
I
experimentsis lackingand isthe motivationbehindthe presentstudy.
1.1 Relevant ShOck Wave Interference Research
The sixtypesof interferencepatternsthat can occur from the shock-shock
interactionswere categorizedby Edney [3] in 1968. Edney studiedshock
wave interferenceon a hemisphere/cylinder,flat-faced cylinder,and blunted
cone/cylinder. His study providedsurface pressure arid heat transfer rate
measurements, high quality schlieren photographs, and an eloquent
discussionof the six interference patterns. Also, Edney showed that the
location and magnitudeof the pressure and heat transfer rate peaks are
dependent on the Mach number, freestream flow conditions,incidentshock
strength,and highenthalpyeffects. The mostsevere shockwave interference
pattern was identified as a "Type IV" shock interference. The Type IV
interferencepatternproduceda supersonicjet whichimpingedon the surface
creating a highly localized stagnation region resulting in significantly
increasedlocalpressureandheattransferrates. 0
Additional studies of shock wave interference have been reviewed in
surveypapersby Ryan[27] and Korkegi[28]. Earlyinvestigationsdefinedthe ji
pressureand heattransferrates on modelsthat representedwings,fins, and ' i!
other structures which are attached to a high-velocityvehicle and might
interferewith the forebodyshock[29-36]. However,the observedflowfields *
and surfaceeffectswere notexplainedcompletely. These earlierstudies[29-
36] wereon modelsthat consistedof a bluntcylindricaleadingedge mounted
transverselywith respecttOa flat plate incidentshockgenerator at 0° yaw. t





plate, and an incident shock intersected a bow shock transverse to the '1
incident shock plane. These experimental studies reported significant
increases in local surface pressureand heat transfer rates on a 0° swept
_i cylinder[29,35,36]. The highsurfaceloadson the cylinderwere reducedas
= the cylinderwas sweptbackrelativetovertical. When the cylinderwas highly
,_r
swept, surface pressure and heat transfer ra',eson the cylinder were affected
minimally downstream of the shock wave interference because the
interference patterns that cause high pressure and heating were not present
_- ordissipatedpriorto intersectingthe surface.
_ Spurred by the work of Edney and others, experimental _tudies and
-! predictiontechniquesof shock wave Interference were numerousfrom the
early to mid 1970's. (For example, see references 37-47.) Most of the
experimentalstudies were conductedin hypersonicwind tunnels at NASA
LaRC [38-41,46,47] on hemisphericalconfigurationssimilarto those used by
Edney[3]. For thesetests, the shockwave interferencepatternwas produced
by the interactionof a planar incidentshock with the bow shock from an
axisymmetric blunt body. The experimental data were compared with
correlations[38-40]and numerical predictionsof peak pressure and heat
transfer rate using oblique shock theory [42]. Results from the computer
program were in good agreement with the experimental results.
Unfortunately,the procedure relied on experiment31data to calculate the
surfacepressureand heattransferrate peaksand mostof the data were for a
caloricallyperfectgas.
The first two-dimensionalshockwave interference studywas reportedby
Craig and OrtWerth[37] in 1971. The studywas conductedat Mach 15 on a i
six-inchdiameter semi-cylindricalbluntleadingedge witha 20° wedge as the




 W'p,L ........ *
!
were parallel and produceda two,dimensionalinterference pattern which
III impingedon the cy!!nddcalleadingedge parallelto its axis. The experiment ,;
simulatedshock wave interferencewhich occurs fromcenterbodyand cowl
shock interactionon a hypersonicramjet during flight. This was the first
interference study where {he incident shock plane intersected a two-i
_ dimensional bow shock. The experimental results were limited because
_i instrumentationspacing in the shockimpingementreg!onwas tOocoarse to
capturethe leadingedge interferenceeffects. However,their experimentwas
significantbecause it was the first publishedtwo-dimensionalshock wave
interferencestudy.
A two-dimensional numerical study of shock wave interference was
;_ reportedby Tannehill,et al [45,46] in 1976. Two-dimensionalcomputational -
_ results from a time-dependent, finite difference computer program were
_ compared with experimental results. The computer program solved the
complete Navier-Stokesequations. Numerical results [45] were compared4:
initiallywiti_the axisymmetricexperimentaldata givenby Edney [3] because
i" no acceptable two-dimensional experimental results were available.
_ However,Keyes[47] conducteda sedesof two-dimensionalinterferencetests
in 1975 inthe NASA LaRC 20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel. Though his resultswere
not released in completedform, parts of the data were used in comparison
i withthe computationalresultsof Tannehill,et ai [46]. The computationaland
| experimentalpressureand heattransferrate resultswere in goodagreement.
Shock wave interferencestudies continued throughthe mid 1970's, but
thensuffereda hiatusof about10 years. Recently,renewed interestin shock
wave interferencehas been stimulatedby the X-30 vehicle, where high loads




occurswhenthe vehiclebow-shockor engineinlet rampshocksintersectthe
cowlleadingedge bow shock.
The earlier studies[1-3,5-7,27-47] producedan insightinto the problemof
increased pressure loads and heat transfer rates from shock wave
interference. However,several factors limitedthe applicabilityof the earlier
studiesin relationto the currentX-30 shock-on-lipresearch. Low enthalpy
freestreamwindtunneltestsdid not addressthe effect of a hightemperature
real gas on the shockwave interference. Hightemperatureeffectswill surely
Occurat X-30 flightconditions.Coarsespacingof modelinstrumentationalso
did not define adequatelythe peak pressureand heat transfer rates due to
shockwave interferenceimpingement.Also,mostof the earlierstudieswere
for axisymmetricmodelconfigurations,and the cowlleadingedge on the X-30
researchvehiclewillbe cylindrical•
1.2 Purpose of the Present Shock Wave Interference Research
The present shock wave interference experiments have attempted to
t
measurethe increasedpressureand heat transferratesproducedby a swept
interferencepattern. The test configurationproduceda swept incidentshock
which intersectedwitha sweptbow shockparallelto the axisof the cylindrical
leadingedge. The resultingquasi two-dimensionalsl_ockinteractionoccurs
alongthe cylinderaxisat the same c_rcumferentialposition. The configuration
simulatesshockwave interferenceon a sweptinletcowlor sweptsplitterplate
of a scramjet engine. The present study provides the most complete
documentationof experimentalresultsof thistype to date. It is hopedthat they








The present tests were conducted in the Calspan 48-inch Hypersonic ._
ShockTunnel (48" Hs'r) as a cooperativeresearchprogrambetween NASA I
- LaRC and CUBRC. The experimentalinterferencemodel was swept at 0°,
15°, and 30°.. The nominaltestconditionsof Mach8, unitReynoldsnumberof
1.5 x 10s por foot, dynamic pressureof 800 psf, and total temperature of
2800°R were used. These test conditionswere the same as the previous
ivlach8 tests performedby Wiet_ing,et al [9,10] and Holden, etai [11,12] in
orderto obtaina directcomparisonof the effectof sweeponthe surfaceloads.
This thesis is arrangedin the following+manner:First, the backgroundand
motivationfor the presentshockwave interferenceresearchis given. Then, a
briefdiscussionis presentedof inviscidfeaturesand surfaceeffectsproduced
by the six interferencepatternscategorizedby Edney[3). Next, a description
- of the experiment, including the hypersonic shock tunnel and swept







. DESCRIPTION OF SHOCK WAVE INTERFERENCE
i
Edney [3] categorizedsix interferencepatternsand the resultingsurface
pressuresand heattransferratesthat occurwhen a weak obliqueshockwave I
.!intersectsa bow shockat variouslocatiOns.Featuresof the inviscidflowfield
i
show the physical mechanisms that cause these interference patterns.
• Although Edney discussed each interference pattern in detail [3], a brief
descriptionof the inviscidfeaturesof each patternis given in section2.1 to
acquaint the reader with the basic flow features and define the conditions
which have been observed. Because s6veral of these patterns result in
similarsurfaceinteractions(suchas shockwave-boundarylayer),the effectcf
the interferencepatternon the localsurface heattransferrate is discussedin
section2.2.
2.1 ShOck Wave Interference Patterns
Using Edney'smethodof interferencecategorization[3], the shockwave
interferencepattern is determinedby the locationwhere the incidentand bow
shockwaves intersectandby the leadingedge slopeat the impingementpoint
as shownin Fig. 1. Type I, II, and V shockwave interferencepatternsresultin
a shock wave-boundary layer !nteractionat the blunt leadingedge surface.
Those interactions increase the pressure and heat transfer rates at the
10
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i_ Fig. 1. Locationof the six shockwave interference patterns on a leading edge.
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surface. The Type VI interference pattern results in .an expansion fan-
boundarylayer interactiontbat reducesthe surfacepressure_nd heattransfer
rates. The Type III interferencepatternproducesasheariayerthat attachesto
the boundarylayer and increasessurfacepressureand heattransferrates. If
the shear layeris turbulentwhenitattachesto the boundarylayer,heatingcan
increase to levels above those caused by shock wave-boundary layer
interaction. The greatest increase in pressure and heattransfer rates iS
causedby_theType IV supersonicjet impingementon_theleadingedge.
In general, all two-dimensionalinterferencepatternscan be grouped as
either the intersectionof shocks of oppositefamilies or the intersectionof
shocksof the same family[48]. Intersectionof shocksof oppositefamilies
occurswhen a left-runningand a right-runningshock wave intersect. This ,
causeseitherType I, Type II, Type III, orType IV interferencedependingonthe
relativeshockstrengthsof the two shockwaves [3]. Intersectionof shocksof
the same familyoccurswhen either two left- or right-runningwaves intersect......
and result in either the Type IV, Type V, or Type VI interferencepatterns.
Noticethat the Type IV interferencepatterncan occurfromthe intersectionof
shocksof oppositefamiliesor of the same family. This dependson whether
the incidentshock intersectsabove or belowthe normalshockportionof the
bow shock. The reader is referredto Edney [3]for a completediscussionof
the difference. The common conve,_tionusedto descdbea left-runningwave 1
is that it turnsa supersonicflowto the left froman observerpositionedon the _!
flow streamline. A left-running wave turns the flow through a positive _
deflection angle. The opposite is true for the right-runningwave. This
conventionis usedfor the presentdiscussion.
Inviscidflow features of eacli interferencepattern are presented in the





flowfield examples are used in_the discussion. The pressure-deflection
diagram is the locusof pointsdescribingall possibleflow deflectionangles
and staticpressuresbehindbothweak and strongobliqueshockwavesfor a
given Machnumber. The diagram is commonlycalled a "Machnumberheart
curve" because its shape resemblesa heart. Five of the six shock wave
interference examI_ discussed_were taken from reference 42. The
exceptionbeingthe Type IV interferenceexamplewhichis a calculationof an
interferencetest reportedbyWieting[9].
2.1.1 Type I Interference Pattern
The Type I interference pattern occurs when two weak oblique shock
waves of oppositefamiliesintersectas shownschematicallyin Fig. 2(a). The
weak shocksare generatedby eithertwo sharpleadingedges or by a sharp
leadingedge and a bow shocksufficientlydownstreamof the sonicpoint on
the bowshockwave. The freestreamflowfield(region1) is turnedby the two
weak shockw_ves and resultsin the flow in regions2 and 3. The two shock
waves intersectand continueas refractedshockwaves downstreamof the
intersectionpoint[48]. The flowfieldsfor reg!qns4 and 5 are behindthe two
refractedshockwaves. The flowdirectionandpressurein regions4 and5 are t
the same andare separatedby a shearlayer becausethe velocitiesin regions !
4 and 5 differ. The refractedshockwaveseparatingregions2 and 4 intersects !i
the surfaceresultingin a shockwave-boundarylayer interaction. Then, the
flowfieldin region 4 is turned throughan obliqueshockwave to match the :i
angle of the upper wall boundary in region 6. Pressure P.nd heating
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Fig. 2. Type I shock wave interference pattern.
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This shock interference can be shown graphically on the pressure- _
deflectiondiagramshownin Fig. 2(b). The freestreamflow, region1, is turned
downwardthrougha right-runningwavet_oregion2 and.upwardthrougha left-
ii."
runningwave tOregion3. The Intersectionof the pressure<leflectioncurveot ...............
region 2 with the curve of region.3 defines the equal pressure and flow
direction requirementof the resultingflow in regions4 and 5. Note that the
region 2 and 3 curves also intersectthe freestream flow Curve, but at a
pressureabovethe intersectionwitheach other. When this situationexists,
the resultinginterferenceflowfieldwillalwaysoccuratthe lowerpressure,i.e., :i
at the intersectionof the regi(_n2 and 3 pressure-deflectioncurves.
ill.2 Type II Interference Pattern -
The Type II interferencepattern,shownschematicallyas Fig.3(a), is similar
I to the Type I patternbecause both resultfrom the intersectionof shocksofopposite families a d res lt in a shock wave-bou dary layer interaction.
_ However,withthe Type II interference,the right-runningwave is strongerthan 4'
i the one for the Type !, but still resultsin supersonicflow in region2. For the
case of incidentshockintersectionwitha bow shock,the intersectionpointon !i
the bow shockis justdownstreamof the sonicpoint. The pressure-deflection
diagramforthe Type Ii interferenceis shownin Fig.3(b). The freestreamflow
(region1) is turnedthroughtwo weak shocksto regions2 and 3. Unlikethe
Type I interference, the intersectionof the pressure-deflectioncurves for
regions2 and3 is above theirintersectionwiththe strongshocksolutionof the ':
freestreamflow(region1). The transitionpointbetweenthe Type I and Type II
interferenceis characterizedby the movementof the the region2 to region3
intersectionpointto a pressureaboveth(_strongshockSolutionof the region1 i '
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in whichregions2 and 3 are linkedto region1 throughthe subsonicpatchas I
shown in the figure.
I
The pressure and flow angle in region 4 and 5 is determined by the. _'
intersectionpointof the region2 pressure-deflectioncurve with the region1
curve. Flow inregion 4 is supersonic because it results from a weak
compressionof flow from region 2. However, _agton5 flow is subsonic.....
because it resultsfrom compressionof the freestreamflow througha. strong
shockwave. Ukewise, the pressureand flow angle in regions 7 and 8 is
determinedby the intersectionof the region3 and region1 curves. Region7
flow is supersonic,and region 8 flow is subsonic. The two supersonicflow
regions (regions4 and 7) are separated by shear layers from the subsonic
flow. Note that the extentof the subsonicregionis not given. Bothpressure ,i
and velocityvariationsoccurbetween the shear layersseparatingregions4
and 7.
The surfaceeffectsfromthe Type II interferenceare similarto thoseof the
Type I. The flowfieldin region4 isturnedto matchthe angleof tho upperwall
boundary. The shock wave upstream of region 4 impinges on the wall
boundary layer and resultsin shockwave-boundary layer ir,teractionat the
wall, therefore, affecting the wall boundary layer similar to the Type I
interference, i
1
2,1.3 Type III Interference Pattern !
The Type Iii interferenceiscausedbythe intersectionof shocksof opposite _
familieswhen a weak incidentshockintersectsa bow shockinsidethe lower
subsonicregion. The schematicdiagramfor thisinterferencepatternis shown
in Fig. 4(a) The left-runningincidentshockwave turnsthe freestreamflow ,.
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, Fig.4. Type III shockwave intert_rencepattern.
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tpoint,the flow In regions2 and 4 are at ",hesame pressureand are turnedto , ._
the same flow angle. The flow is subsonicin region 2 and supersonicin ,
region4, andthesetwo regionsare separatedby a shear layer.
The pressure<leflectiondiagram for the Type I!1interferenceis shown as
Fig. 4(b). Pressurein region3 is locatedon the region 1 pressure-deflection|
i_ curveat the appropriate.turningangle,..The tuming angleand pressureof the
flowin regions2 and 4 are determinedby the intersectionof the region 1 and ........
3 pressure-deflectioncurves. The shear layer that separates region2 from
I
region 4 will attach to the wall boundary layer and cause a shear layer- i
boundary layer interaction. The effect of the interactiondepends on the
impingementangle (es) betweenthe shear layerand the wall boundarylayer,
pressuredse between regions4 and 5, and if the shear layer is laminaror
turbule;lt.
The transitionfrom Type II to Type III interferenceoccurswhen the flow)
r_ " turning angle to region 2 is greater than the maximumturning angle for a
supersonicflow solutionto exist in region2. The transitionis determinedby
i the intersectionpointof the incidentshockwiththe bowshocksonicpoint. An
f intersectionbelow the sonic point in the supersonicregion behind the bow
shockproducesa Type II interferencepattern. Abovethe sonicpoint,a Type
III interferencepatternis produced. Thistransitionis also seen by comparing
the Type II and Type III pressure-deflectiondiagramsshownin Figs. 3(a) and
4(a), respectively. The pressure and turning angle of region 2 flow are
uniquelydefined by the wall (or shock wave) turning angle for a Type II
interference. (See Fig. 3(a).) However, for the Type III interference, the
pressure and turning angle in region 2 are dependent and defined by the
intersectionof the region3 curveWiththe regio, 1 curveaSsltownin Fig.4(D). ,.
Notethat the shear layerlength,Lsl,and the transmittedshocklength,Lts,are
]9 t
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dependent on body shape and Intersection conditions, and hence are ._
- undefined., i
= A moresubtletransition;spresentfor the changefrom Type III to Type IV
i
interference. The transition_occursas the incidentshock Intersectscloserto _
the normalshockportionof the bow shock. The region4 curve shownin Fig.
4(b) definesthe pressureincreaseto region5 for variouswall turningangles. J
if the wall turning angle iSgreaterthan the maximumtUmingangle givenby i
the pressure-deflectioncurve for region 4, the Type III interference will t'
transitionto a Type IV interference.
2.1.4 Type iV Interference Pattern
The Type IV interferencepattern is caused by the intersectionof either _q
shocksof oppositefamiliesor shocksof the same family. The intersection j
point of the incidentshock with the bow shockcan be above or below the
normal shockportionof the bow shock as shown in Fig. 1. However, both
resultin a Type IV interferencepatternas shownschematicallyin Fig.5(a).
Whenthe wall turningangle is greaterthan the maximumturningangle of
the region4 curveshownin E'ig.4(b), the Type!11interferencewilltransition_,._
a Type IV as discussedin section2.1.3. The onsetof the Type IV interference I
1
becomes apparent with the formation of a well defined superson;c jet j
Iembedded within the subsonicregionsbetweenthe bow shockwave andthe
surface. The supersonicjet is separated'_yshear layersfrom the subsonic
flow in regions2 and 5 as shownin Fig. 5(a), a,d may impingeon the blunt
leading edge.
A pressure-deflectiondiagram for Type IV interference is shown in Fig.
b
5(b). Up to region4 the flowprocessis identicalto the Type IIi interference.
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Fig. 5. TyloeIV shock wave interference pattern.
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region 6. Flow in region 6 matches flow directionand pressure with the
subsonicflow_in region 5. Supersonicflow from region 6 to region 7 is
expandedthrough a Prandtl-Meyerexpansionfan to match the pressurein
region 2 shown as a dot-dash line In Fig. 5(b). Supersonic jet flow is
recompressedfrom region7 to region8 througha sedes of left-runningwaves
to againmatchthe pressurein region5. The jet is terminatedat the surfaceby
a jet bow shockbecausethe wall turningangle is greaterthan the maximum
turning angle of the supersonicflow in the jet. Keyes and Hains [41] have
shownthatthe supersonicjet terminates.ineither region7 or 8 for freestream '
Mach numberbetween6 and 20 whenthe jet impingeson the surface. Weak
compressionof the flow in the jet and then compressionthroughthe jet bow
shockresultsin highlocalizedpressureand heatingat the wall.
Note that the supersonicjet is turned upward for the example shown
schematicallyin Fig.5(a) because the pressurein region5 is greater than in
region2. The supersonicjet isturnedbythe higherpressurein region5 to the
lowerpressurein region2. Impingementof the jet aboveO = 0° givesa Type
IV interferencewhichgrazes the surfaceor dissipatespriorto impingingon the !
surface.
!
2.1.5 Type V Interference Pattern i
patternoccurswhenthe incidentshockintersects 1The Type V interference
the bow shockjustabovethe uppersonicpoint. Bothshocksare of the same |
family. A schematicof the Type V interference is si_ownin Fig. 6(a). A
supersonicjet is presentfor the Type V interference;however,the jet is much i
thinnerthan the Type IV supersonicjet. The Type V jet turns away fromthe
surface,dissipates,anddoes notimpingeonthe surface. ,.
22 !
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A pressure-deflectiondiagramfor Type V interferenceis shownin Rg. 6(b). : .,
The flowthataffectsthe surfaceis Initlallycompressedto region2 throughthe
weak, left-runningincidentshockwave. Then, flowin region2 is compressed
• to region3 by flowdeflectionto matchthe wall turningangle• A requirementof
the flow In regions4 and 5 Is that the pressureand flowturningangles must
match at the shear layer which separates them. The intersectionof the
pressure-deflectioncurvesof regions2 and 3 shownin Fig. 6(b) satisfiesthis
set of conditions.Therefore,region3 flowis compressedto region5 througha
right-runningwave tomatch the pressureand flow directionin region4. The
right-runningshockwave that impingeson the wall boundarylayer resultsin
the shock-boundarylayer Interactionat the wall• The increasedpressureand
heattransferrate at the surfacecausedby a shock-boundarylayerinteraction
is similarto the surfaceeffectsofthe Type IandType II interference.
2.1.6 Type Vl Interference Pattern
Type VI interferenceresultsfrom the intersectionof shocksof the same
family similar to Type V interference. However, the incident shock must i
intersectthe bow shocksufficientlydownstreamof the upper sonicpoint so
that supersonicflow exists in all regions for a Type VI interference to be
present.
A schematicand pressure-deflectiondiagramof Type Vi interferenceare
shownin Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.The freeStreamflow (region 1) is
:initially compressed through the weak left-running incident shock wave to
region3. Then, flowis compressedfromregion3 to region4 by anotherleft-
runningwave to the local turningangle at the wall. These two left-running
shock waves coalesce, and the resultingshock wave compressesthe flow
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i_ 2 and 5,_and the matchpoint will be located on the region 1 pressure- :
deflectioncurve. The matchis foundby expanding.isgntropicallyfromthe flow
conditionsin rag!on4to its intersectionwith the region1 pressure-deflection
curve as shownonthe insetof Fig. 7(b}. Therefore,region4 flowmustexpand
througha PmndtI-Meyerexpansionfan to matchthe pressurein region2. The
expansion fan impinges on the wall boundary layer and results in the
expansionfan-boundarylayer interactionsurfacoeffect associate_with Type
VI interference.Region5 flowexpandsto region6 becausethe expansionfan
reflects from a solid boundary in a like manner [48]. This interaction
decreasesthe localpressureandheattransferrateat the surface.
2.2 Surface Heating From Shock Wpve Interference
The discussiongiven in section 2.1 is useful to determine the inviscid
shockwave and flowfieldfeaturesof the variousinterferencepatterns. Peak
surface pressurecan be determinedfromthe pressure-deflectiondiagramfor
the giventype of interferencepattern. However,the viscouseffectsthat affect
heating on the blunt leading edge surface havenot been addressed. The
purposeof thissectionisto discusstheseviscouseffects. To thisend, a brief
discussionof someempiricalcorrelationsused to determinethe peak Surface
heattransferratesthat resultfromshockwave interferenceisgiven.
Sllock wave-boundary layer interaction increases pressure and heat
1
transfer rates and results from Type I, Type II, and Type V interference.
Pressure and heat transfer rates are reduced from the expansion fan-
boundary layer interaction of the Type VI interference. The Type III
_nterferenceaffects the heat transfer rate at the surface by a shear layer _,





interactionif the shearlayeristurbulent.Thegreatestincreasein heattransfer
rates is cauSed by the Type IV supersonicjet impingementon the blunt
leadingedge.
2.2.1 Shock Wave-Boundary Layer Interaction
Surfacepressureand heattransferrate augmentationcausedby the Type
I, Type II, andType V interferencepatternsis a resultOfshockw_,ve-boundary
layer interaction• The flow physics of the shock wave-boundary layer
interactionare covered in great detail in many of the classic compressible
fluidstext books. The readeris referredto thoseby Schlichting[49], Shapiro
[50], Cox and Crabtree [51], and, most recently,Anderson[52]. The listof
articleson shockwave-boundarylayer interactionis extensive[35,36,38,40-
42,53-58] andnnly a few have been included.
• The conditionof the boundary layer prior to shock wave interaction is
importantin the determinationof heat transferaugmentation. A shockwave;
laminarboundary layer interactionmay cause boundarylayer separationjust
upstreamof the interactionpoint. Pressurewaves are propagatedupstream
throughthe subsonicregionof the boundarylayer and cause the boundary
layer to edjust before the shock interactionregion. However, the turbulent
boundarylayer has a muchthinnersubsonicregion,and therefore, resultsin
•less flow.adjustmentand less separationpriorto the shock wave interaction
region.








i- wheresubocript1 refersto the pressul;eand heattransferrateupstreamof th_
refractedShockand subscript2 refersto the peakprreSSureand heat transfer
rate downstreamof the reflectedshockwave. The experimentallydetermined
valueof the exponent,n, in equation(1), forthe shockwave-laminarboundary
layer interaction vafles from 1.29 [35,38,40-4"2,53,56] to 0.5 [35,52,56].
: Kaufman and Johnson [57] suggested that the shock wave interaction
'::_ disturbancein the laminarboundarylayer caused boundarylayer transition :i
_ that stronglyaffectedthe local heating. The laminardata they present[57]do
notsupportthe simplecorrelationof peak pressureto peak heat transferrate
' :
: given by equation (1). However, for shook wave-turbulentboundary layer
interaction,n - 0.85 appears to give the best empiricalcurve fit for most
turbulentexperimentaldata [35,40-42,52-56].
2.2.2 Expansion Fan-Boundary Layer Interaction
An expansionfan-boundarylayer interactionat the leading edge surface ;_
results from a Type Vl interference, The empirical relationshipgiven as tt
equation (1) has been shown to apply to zi_oreductionof heatingfrom the
expansionfan-boundary layer interaction[41,42,54]. Morrisand Keyes [42]
suggestusingn = 1.29 forthe laminarboundarylayerinteractionand n = 0.85 j
for the turbulent boundary layer interaction. Expedmental data presented by
Keyes and Hains[41] and Back and Cuffel [54] supportthis approach. The
subscriptsof equation(1) are definedas I forthe upstreamundisturbedvalue
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_ 2.2.3 8hear Layer-Boundary Layel; Interaction _
_i Shear layer attachmentto the boundarylayer increases heating for the i
Type III interference. Peak heating at the shear layer attachment point is _i
_ analogousto the attachmentof a separatedboundarylayer_38,40-42]. Keyes
and Morris[38] and Hainsand Keyes[4.0]suggestusinga relationshipsimilar _
to that given by Bushnelland Weinstein[59] to calculatethe increasedheat
transferrate. Thisrelationshipisgivenas:
, (14wsines,n
qp= APw.sus cp(Taw-Tw:,-PwUst,' ) . (2)
wherethe constantsA and nfor a laminarshear layerattachmentare 0.19 and
0.5, respectively. For a turbulentshear layer attachment,the constantsare
0.021 and0.2, respectively.These valuesfor the constantsA and n are taken
fromreference59. The subscdpt5 refersto region5 shownin Fig.4(a).
l he state of the _hear layerwilldetermineif it is laminaror turbulent[39].
The shear layerthickness,tsl,is calculatedby the followingrelationshipstaken
fromreference59. The thicknessfora laminarshear layeris givenas:
tsl 0.5 ( L=1144_O'S (3a)
== _P4 U4I
andthe thicknessfor a ;urbulentshearlayer isgivenas:
i t,l ,, 0.1?3L: 13b) !
where the shear layer length, Lsl, and the wall turning angle, 05, are i
• I
_! determinedfromthe geom,'jtryof the interferencepatternshownin Fig. 4(a).
_ Calculationof the increasedheatingusingthis method is limitedbecause an





_ 2.2.4 Superaonlo Jet Impingement
A Type IV interference pattern terminates at the blunt leading edge by
l
supersonicjet impingement. This c_uses a narrow, localized stagnation _
I
regionof highpressureand heal franker r_tes The supersoniolet terminates I!_
througha strongshockin eitherregion 7 or 8 shown in Fig. 8 for freestream
Mach numberbetween6 and 20 [42]. It is assumedthat the terminatingshock
I_ is a normal shookand will have little affect on the jet stagnationpressure
becauSeit is strong,However,th_ jet Stagnationheatingwillvarywiththe sine
of the impingementangle [3], 6j, shownin Fig. 8. Maximumheat transferrate !i
willoccurwhenthe jet impingesnormalto the surface, f
I_ The surface pressure at the jet impingementis calculated by assuming
,: stagnationflowdcwn_ream-of the jet bowshock startingwith region 7 and 8 .,:
_,
_ upstreamflow conditions.The stagnationheattransferrate [60] is calculated
_._ on an equivalent"jet body"radius,.Rbj,shownin Fig. 8 for the calculatedjet
: width and normal shock density ratio. The jet width, wl, is determined bysolving the invisoidcompre sible fl w rel_t!onshtps[48] to obtain the jet
t geOmetry shownill Fig. 5(a). The jet width is dependenton the freestream _
flow conditions, incident shock strength, and an experimentally obtained
_ transmittedshocklength,kls. Next,the jet bowshockstandoffdistance,Ls,is
_il calculated from an empirical formula given in references 41 and 42 as i 1
i Ls/wj,,0.45 wh!ch is applicablefor jet Mach numberfrom 1.2 to 2.5. Having I
I
_. found the jet bow shockstandoffdistance,the jet body radius is determined
using relationshipssuch as those given by Van Dyke and Gordon [61] or
Hayesand Probstein[62].
A calculationof the peak heattransferratesfor supersonicjef Impingement
using the procedure outlined above is cUmber'some, includes many






Fig.8. Schematicdiagramof theTypeIVsupersonicjet impingement .. l




_ determine the jet width. However, correlationswith experimentaldata are "
ii_ quite good for both an axisymmetric configuration [40-42] and a two-
• ]
dimensional body [26] with supersonic jet impingement. _'
A sketch of the Type IV supersonicjet Impingementregionand r_sulting
pressureand heattransferratedistributionsam shownin Fig. 9. Thesedetails
were firstpostulatedby Edney[3] andare Includedinthisstudyto describethe
_ surfaceeffects from the supersonicjet impingement. The supersonicjet is
terminated just before the blunt leading edge by a normalshock wave that
_ causes pressure and heating to increase in a narrow stagnation region
between points c and das shownin Fig. 9. The peak pressure and heat
transfer rate will ¢ccur at stagnation point o and are a function of the
impingementangle that the jet makes with the blunt leading edge surface.
The jet splits to flow in both directions and passes through a series of
expansionand compressionwaves from pointc to point a and from d to f to
matchthe pressurein regions5 and2, respectively.A sketchof the attendant
pressureand heattransferrate variationsare shown in Fig. 9. These trends
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
3.1 Calspan 48-inch Hyperaonio Shock Tunnel
Experimentaltests for this study were conductedin the Calspan 48-inch
HypersonicShockTunnel (48" HST) shownschematicallyin Fig. 10. The 48"
•HST has a Mach number range from 5.5 to 18, freestream unit Reynolds
numberperfootfrom 3.5 x 103to 5.0 x 107,andtotaltemperaturecapabilityup
to 5800°R [63]. These tunnel characteristicsrefer to a range of tunnel
operatingconditionsand the reader is referred to reference 63 for specific
detailsrelatingto anygiventestcondition.
The tunnel is started by rupturinga doublediaphragm. This permitsthe
highpressuremixtureof gases in the ddver sectionto expandintothe driven
section. In so doing, a normal shockwave is generated.which propagates
through the low pressure air in the driven section. A region of high-
I
temperature, high-pressureair is producedbetween the normal shock front
and the gas interface(often referredto as the contactsurface)between the
driverand ddvengas. When the primaryor incidentshockstrikesthe end of
the drivensectionin the shocktube, it is reflected,leavinga regionof almost
stationary high-preseureheated air. This air is then expanded through a
contouredconverging-divergingnozzleto the desiredfreestreamconditionsin +
thetestsection.
4 - - -
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__ Test operationtime is controlledby the interactionsbetweenthe reflected
.T,.t
: shock+wave,the gas interface,andthe leadk_gexpansionwave generatedby
-+
-_ the non-Stationaryexpansionprocessinthe ddversection. The durationof the
flow in the test section vades from 5 to 20 millisecondsdependingon the i'
operatingconditions. Test sectionMach numberis variedby changingeither
the _ozzle throatdiameteror nozzle,or both...........
Two driver configurationswere.used for the..testspresented in this-study.
Wieting and Holden [10] used a .heateddriversection in their earlier study,
and someofthese tests(testruns21,25, 26, and31) are includedinthisstudy
as baseline 0° swept resultsto evaluate the effect of sweep. However, the
majority of the tests presented in this study were made with a longer, but
unheated, driver section to increase the tunnel run time to about 20
milliseconds.
3.2 Tunnel Freestream Test Conditions
Air was used as the test medium for this experimentalstudy. Nominal
conditionsof the freestreamflowinthe test_ecttonwere at a Mach numberof !
8, unit Reynoldsnumberof 1.5 x 10s per foot,dynamicpressureof 800 psf,
and total temperatureof 28000R for mosttest runs. However, several testo i
were conductedat off nominalconditionsto evaluate the effect of variable I
!
+
Reynoldsnumberon shockwave Interference. Tunnel testconditionsfor the
+
test runsof thisstudyare giveninTable1.
The freestreamflowconditionspresentedin Table 1 were derivedfromthe ,
measuredtemperatureand pressureof the ddverand ddvengases assuming +
an equilibriumisentropi¢flowthroughthe nozzle. The pressureratio of the It
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pressureratio of driverto drivengas. The total enthalpyof the reservoiror
stagnationconditionwas calculatedfromthe primaryshockprgssureratioand
initial gas temperature in the driver and driven sections. An isentropic
expansionfromthe reservoir,throughthe contourednozzle,to thermodynamic
equilibriumin the tunneltestsectionwas assumed. The freestreamconditions
were obtained by matching the air reservoir total enthalpy with the total
enthalpyof the freestreamair. The total pressureof the reservoirwas also
measuredby four 6000 psipressuretransducersin the reservoir regionprior
to flowexpansionthroughthe nozzle.The pressuretransducerswere Calspan
designedfour-armactive bridgegauges [63]. A completediscussionof the
assumptionsused to determinethe freestreamtest conditionsin the Calspan
HypersonicShockTunnelsare given in reference63.
3.3 Test Model Configuration
The model used in this interferencestudywas stingmountedin the tunnel
test sectionand consistedof a three-inchdiameter,18-inchlongcylinderand
three interchangeableincidentshockgenerators swept at 0°, 15°, and 30°. t
t
The shock generators were 18 incheswide and about 26 incheslong. The
cylinderUsed in the presentstudywas used by Wietingand Holdenfor two- : i
dimensionalinterferencestudies[9-12]. However,the cylindersupportarms i t
and shock generator were redesigned, allowing the cylinder and incident , !
shockgeneratorto be sweptatthe appropflateangles. A photographof the 0° 1
tl
/A,
swept model is shownin Fig. 11; and a schematicof the model in the swept
condition is shown in Fig. 12. The dashed line in Fig. i2 represents a
referenceplane in whichthe tunnelfreestreamflow is in the z direction. The










fangle,designatedas A, relativeto the x directionon the referenceplane. The
_ generatorsides are alignedwith the directionof flow and are incllnedat an
i4 angle, a, relativeto the z coordinatedirection. The cylinderis parellelto the
trailingedge of the shockwave-generatorwhichis parallelto its leadingedge,
hencethe cylinderis alsoswept at the angleA.
The modeldesign,allowed_hodzontaland verticalpositioningof t,_ecylinder
with respectto the shockgeneratOr. This allowed-varticalmovementof the
incident shock on the cylinder bow shock so that various shock wave
interference patterns could be investigated. Coordinates for the cylinder
positionfor each test run are given in Table 2. Cylinderposition(X,Y) was
measuredwith respectto the trailingedge of the shockgeneratoras shownin
View A..Ain the upperrightof Fig. 12. Also,shockgeneratorangle-of-attack,
o¢;sweep angle, A; and shockgeneratorwedge lengthfor each test run are
given in Table 2. The cylinderwas heavily instrumentedand was rotated
about its axis to place densely spaced Instrumentationin the interference
impingementzone, correspondingto the locationof highestpressureand heat
transfer rates. A planformschematicof the cylinderinstrumentationinsert is
showninFig. 13. i




The interferencemodelcylinderwas instrumentedwith 24 higll frequency I
quartz pressure transducers (Kulite model XCQ- and XCW-062 series
differentialgauges) and 32 thin-filmplatinumthermometers. Instrumentation
was denselyspaced in the surfaceinteractionregion. The naturalfrequency 1I
of the pressuretransducerswas at least150KHz. A calibrationof the gauges .







IM Run X Y _ .,t Lw _I
_ in in deg deg in
-_ 21 2.09 2.89 12.5 0 26.5 ;
_i 25 2.13 3.36 12.5 0 26.5
26 2.13 3.36 12.5 0 26.5
-- 31 ............ 0 ....
59 1.91 2.83 12.5 0 26.5
--* 60 3.31 3.19 12.5 0 26.5
61 1.85 3.08 12.5 0 26.5
66 3.31 3.19 12.5 15 26.5
67 3..31 3.19 12.5 15 26.5
68 2.93 3.43 12.5 15 26.5
69 2.93 3.63 12.5 15 26.5
70 1.17 3.63 12.5 15 26.5
71 1.17 3.31 12.5 15 26.5
i 72 1.17 3.31 12.5 15 26.5
_ 73 1.17 3.31 12.5 15 26.5
• 74 ............ 15 ....
75 2.84 3.44 12.5 30 26.0
76 2.84 3.09 12.5 30 26.0
77 1.25 3.44 12.5 30 26.0
78 2.84 3.24 12.5 30 26.0
79 2.84 3.44 12.5 30 26.0
80 2.84 3.44 12.5 30 26.0
_ 81 ............ 30 ....










: reading. "l:bethin-ffimplatinumthermometerswerecustomdesignedand built
i
i- by C.,alspanand hada_responsetime on the orderof 10.7 seconds[64]. The
_ resistanceof the thin-filmthermometerswas linearto :1:0.1percentover the
range of temperaturemeasurements.Althoughthe cylinderwas the sameone
used by Wleting and Holden [9-12], cylinder thin-film thermometer
i instrumentationwas replacedafter theirexperiments.
E The pressuretransducerswere flushmountedon the cylindersurfaceandil
I hadorificeswhichwere0.0625 inchesin diameterwitha thin screento protect
the sensom. Circumferentialspacingof the pressuretransducersvaried from
F 0.0625 inches (2.39?) in the "interactionregion"to 0.1875 inches (7.16°) on '
I-
!_i. either side of this region. Pressure transducerspacingwas limitedby the
physicalsize of the gaugesand bythe internalvolumeof the testcylinder.
The 0.010-inch wide thin-film platinumthermometerswere spaced 0.021
inches(0.80°) inthe "interactionregion"and 0.080 inches(3.06°) elsewhere. ,,
i 1
r The thin-fiJmthermometerswere painted(- 1000 A thick)on the surface of a
cylindricalshaped pyrex substrate that _as flush-mountedto the cylinder
I isurface. A coating of magnesium fluoride(-1200 A thick) was vapordepositedover the gauge to protectthe plntinum element against abrasion
[64]. The numberof surfacetemperaturesensorswas limitedby the available
inputchannelsto the data acquisitionsystem. !
Voltageoutputsfrem the pressuretransducersand thin-film_thermometers !
were recorded in digttalform during the 15 millisecondtest time of the 48" ! E
_ HST with a 50 microsecondSamplinginterval. T.he overall data recording ;
systemaccuracyhas been shownto be withinone percent. These digitaldRta
i were reducedto engineeringunitsusingnormal cohverSionmethods. Heat!
t transferrateswere reducedfrom the tempereture-timehistoryof the thin-film
thermometers using Calspan data reduction software that accounted for
44
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vadable thermal propertiesof the.pyrex substrate[65]. This numerical heat :_
transferrate data reductiontechniqueemployeda Crank-Nicolsonmethodof
I
solution [66] for a semi-infiniteslab with temperaturedependent Rroperties _I
[64,67]. The surface heat transfer rates were treated as a sedes of step
impulsesratherthana constant. DudngType IV supersOnicjet impingement
tests thiswas importantbecausesome of the measuredsurfacetemp_eratures
in the impingementregionIncreasedto over 1000°R. However, the thin,film ,;
gauge substratewas made from a very low conductivitypyrex glass_which
reducedcircumferentialheat conduction. Wieting showedthat the thermal _ :_
propertiesof the pyrex limitedheat conductionin the circumferentialdirection f
to lessti'_n five percentof the peak in the high temperaturegradient region
[9]. Details of the method used to calculate the heat transfer rates are
developedin AppendixA.
Also,the experimentalheattransferratespresentedin thisstudyhavebeen
adjustedto a coldwall temperature(530°R) sincethe heattransferrateswere
calculatedat the hotwall temperatureby the Calspandata reduc:_onmethods.
i
This adjustmentofthe heattransferrateswas madeusing• IfT,w"Tow
q" Taw-Thwqhw (4) Ii
I
whichassumesa constantheattransfercoefficientfrom.thehotwall to the cold I
wall temperature.
Oscillationin the pressureand heattransferrate peaks occurredduringthe '_ |
tests of the Type iV supersonicjet impingement.Closeinspectionof the time
history data indicateda slight motionof the supersonicjet on the cylinder
surface. The shape of the pressureand heattransferrate distributionson the
cylindersurfaceremainedessentiallyunchanged,butthe locationof the peak
45
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changed slightly (less than 2°). Therefore, the present results were taken over .'
_ a time interval where the peak of the pressure and heat transfer rate
distributionshad reached a maximum value and was well established.
All experimental data presented in this study were normalized by calculated
stagnation line values at the appropriate freestream conditions and sweep
angle of the corresponding tunnel test. This allowed the expedmentaldatato
be evaluated with an undisturbed theoretical leveist the samesweep angie.
Therefore, sweep angle dependence is separated from the presented results
which would be present if all experimental data were normalized by a 0 °
undisturbed stagnation point level. The stagnation pressures were calculated
using an equUibrium chemically reacting gas model for air [68] from the
! freestream test conditions and freestream velocity component normal to the _'
I
_ cylinder axis. The stagnation heat transfer rates were calculated using the
method of Fay and Riddell [60] for two-dimensional stagnation point heating at
the cold wall temperature. Two-dimensional heat transfer rates were adjusted
r _ F to the tested sweep angle using the empidcal cos1.1A function that is given by
Beckwith and Gallagher [24]. The thermodynamic properties for the heat _
transfer rate calculations were computed by the equilibrium gas model of
.... Prabhu and Edckson [68]. ,_!,
- 3.5 Flowfleld Uniformity on the Cylinder
Flow on the incident shock generator is uniform inside the regions enclosed
by the characteristic lines [9] shown by dashed lines in Fig. 14 for the three
sw(_ep angles. Nonuniform flow outside these regions is caused by
• disturbances from the sides of the shock generator. The disturbances start
I
propagating from the ends of the shock generator leading edge at the local i
• 46 i
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I C) Sweep angle, A=30 °Fig. 14. Planfotm schematic of the shock wave interference model
il showing the region of uniform flow.
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wedge Mach numberwave angle,p.= arcsin(l/M). The wedgeMaohnumber "
'i I
Is appr,:,xlmately5._, for all three sweep angles; trlerefore, the angle of the
characteristiclineonthe wedge is 11.1° withrespectto the localflowdirection _'
on the wedge.
i For the 0° sweptwedge, the characteristiclines are at 11.1° as shown in
Fig. 14(a). However, for the 15° and 3(1° swept,tests, the freestreamflow
passesthrougha swept obliqueshock,wave and is turneda small angle, s, , ,
from the freestreamflowdirectionas shownin Figs. 14(b) and 14(c). For the i
test freestream flow condition,wedge deflectionangle, and sweepangles of i_
15° and 30°, s equals 1.1° and 2.4°, respectively. The characteristiclines _
_: shownin Figs.14(b) and 14(c)includethe additionalturningfromthiseffect. '
_i
_ Flow between the cylinder ends and the cylinder intersection with the
characteristiclineswas influencedby nonuniformwedgeflow. However, the
middleregionof the cylinder(area boundedby the characteristiclines) was
exposed to about 7.5 inches of uniform wedge flow. The cylinder
instrumentationwas located along the wedge centerline in this region as
Shownin Fig. 14, and the instrumentationwas at leastabouttwo inchesfrom
the intersectingcharacteristicline. Therefore,the wedge flowfieldinvolvedin
the shockwave interferenceis essumed to.be uniformin the instrumentation
regionon the cylinderfor the threesweepangles.
End effectsfrom the mostforwardend of the sweptcylindercausethe bow 1
shock to curve with respect to the cylinder axis which affects the local
spanwiseflow on the cylind_)r. Lamband Stallings [69] presentedschlieren t
photographsof a 0.013 scale modelof the shuttlesolidrocketboosterat Mach ,
..
number3.7 end30° sweepwhichshowedthisbow shockcurvatureendeffect.
The bow shockwas nearlyparallelwiththe boosteraxisabouttwo diameters
"
downstreamfrom the booster rocket nose. Uniform spanwise flow occurs
48
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_ downstream.ofthe point where the bow shockis parallel with the cylinddca! :
bodyaxis becausethe localcylinderflow is afi_,_tedby a uniformbow shock.
Extendingtheseobservations[69] to the pras,antMach8 study,spanwiseflow
o_the 30° sweptcylindershouldbe unifol:mabouttwo cylinderdiametersor
six inches downstreamfrom the forward most end of the cylinder. As the
sweepangle isdecreased,the flowshouldbecome uniformsooner.
_i Cylinderendeffectswere shownby Thareja, et al [19] in a numedcalstudy
_;_i of a 15° swept Type III interference,flowfield, using the present data for
!
comparison. The flowfield was calculated using an lnviscid, three-
dimensionalfiniteelementcomputerprogram[19], Theirresults showedthat
the cylinderbow shockwas nearlyparallel with the cylinderaxis abouttwo
(
diameters downstreamof the cylinderforward end [19]. These resultsare
;_ similarto the undisturbed30° sweptresultspresentedby Lamb and Stallings
[68]. Therefore,it is assumedthe interferenct)flowfieldforthe present15° and
i 30° tests free from endeffectsaboutthree inchesswept was cylinder upstream
of the instrumentationlocation. At 0° sweep, the cylinderis perpendicularto







_. SWEPT SHOCK WAVE INTERFERENCE TEST RESULTS AND
i DISCUSSION ,
Experimentalresultsfor the shockwave interference model at the three .,
sweep angleswith an undisturbedflowfieldam given in section4.1. Results
forthe 0°, 15° and 30° swepttestswith an interferenceflowfisldare presented
_i in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. The experimental data were
_ normalized with respect to calculated stagnation line values for the
correspondingtest freestreamconditions(and sweep angle). The reference
•_ data are g;venin Table 1. The methodused to calculatethe stagnationline
_.. values was discussedpreviouslyin section 3.4. Experimental resultsand
stagnationline values for each test run are tabulated in Appendix B. The
_ experimentalresultsincludepressures,heat transfer rates, and their angular
_! positionsaroundthe instrumentedcylinderas shownin View A-A in the upper
:_ rightof Fig. 12. Also, the thin-filmgauge temperaturesthat correspondto the , '
_ calculatedhot-wallheattransferratesare tabulatedin AppendixB. .
Schlleren photographsof the shock wave interference pattern and the I
pressureand heattransferrate distributionson the instrumentedcylinderare o
, given for the 0° swept modeltests. The 15° and 30° sweptmodel resultsdo
not includethe schlierenphotographsbecause facilitywindow limitationsof
the 48" HST prevented schlieren line of sight along the cylinder axis.
It| Theoretical undisturbedpressure and heat transfer rate distributions are
5o !
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includedon all distributionplotspresentedin this chapter. The experimental '
pressuredistributions_arecomparedwiththe modifiedNewtoniandistribution
[24]; and experimental heat transfer rates are compared with laminar and
turbulen_heat transferratedistribuUonsgivenby Beckwithand Gallaghe.r[24].
The modifiedNewtoni_npressuredistdbu'tionwas used in the calculationof
the theoretical heat+transferrate distributions. Turbulentheat transfer.+rate
distributionsare not given for the O?swept_results-becausethe theoretical
distributionrequires a spanwisevelocity+c0mponent in the calculation[24]
whichwasnot presentfor0° sweepangle.
Previouslypublishedresultsfroman experimentalshockwave interference
study[10] are includedin this studyas 0° swept model results(test runs21,
25, 26, and 31). The experimentalheat transfer rates [10] were normalized
previouslyby the experimentalundisturbedstagnationpointvalue. However,
in this study, these heat transfer rates have been normalizedby the two-
" dimensionaltheoreticalFay and Riddell [60] stagnationpoint heat transfer
rates. Also,these data have since been correctedby Wietingand Holdento
accountfortemperaturedependencyof th-: #yrexsubstratematerialproperties
by the procedurediscussedin AppendixA. The 0° swept model resultsare it
importantbecause they providea baselineconditionto compare with model t
4
resultsat 15° and 30° sweep.
1
4.1 Undisturbed FloWfleld for 0°, 15°, and 30° Swept Cylinder ,
t,
To access the effects of the various shock wave interference patterns,
baseline data were obtained on the cylinderfor flow withoutan impinging
obliqueshockwave. The baselineor "undisturbedflow"data were obtainedat +
the same freestreamflow conditionsas the shock interferencetests and at + ,,
,, !lit
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sweepangles of 0°, 15°, and 30°. A schlierenphotographof the undisturbed
flowfieldfor the 0° swept model is shown in Fig. 15(a). Pressureand heat
It transferrate distflbutionsfor the 0°, 15°, and 30° swept modelconfigurations _i
withan undisturbedflowfleldare shownin Figs. 15, 16, and 17, respectively.
The experimental surface pressure distributionsare comparedwith the
modifledNewtonianpressuredistributionin Figs. 15(b), 16(a), and17(a) for
the 0°, 15°, and 30° swept modeltests, respectively. These figuresshowa
good agreement between lhe experimental and theoretical pressure
I
distributionsat the threesweepangles, i
The experimentalheattransferrate distributionfor the 0° sweptmodelin an
undisturbedflowfieldis shownin Fig. 15(c) and comparedwith a theoretical
laminarheattransferrate distribution[24]. The experimentalheattransferrate
at the stagnationpointis almost50 percenthigherthan that predictedby Fay
and Riddell[60] for the stagnationpoint. The cause of thisdiscrepancyhas
not been determinedfully. However,the increasedheat transferrate may be
attributed to either an unclean freestream flowfield that allowed particle
impingementon the cylindersurfaceor on freestreamturbulenceeffects,or a
combinationof botheffects.
A comparisonof the experimentalheat transfer rate distributionwith the
theoretical laminar and turbulent distributions[24] for the 15° swept test is
shownin Fig. 16(b). The experimentaland laminardistributionsare in good i
,,,+
i agreement. Therefore,the 15° sweptheattransferratedata iqan undisturbed
flowfield provide a firm basis for assessing the effect of shock wave _,
_! interferenceheating.
! Heat transfer rate distributionsfo_'the 30° swept model test are shownin
Fig. 17(b). For ihis test, the experimentalheattransfer ratesare betweenthe o
laminarand turbulenttheoryover a majorportionof the windwardsurfaceof t
52 i
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t the instrumentedcylinder. The heattlansfer rate is closeto the laminarlevel :
i at the stagnatlorLline(e - 0o). However, the heat transfer rate distribution
increases to a maximumat8 - :1:25°. Then, the local heat transfer rate
distributiondecreases and follows the trend of the theoretical turbulent
distribution.Therefore,heatingat the stagnationlineon the cylinderis laminar
andbecomesturbulentas the flowmovesaroundthe cylinder.
In general,pressuredistributionsagree withthe modifiedNewtoniantheory
fo: the tests inthe undisturbedflowfield.Therefore,all experimentalpressures
were normalized by the calculated stagnation line pressure of the
correspondingsweepangleand freestreamflowtest condition.
Heating on the 15° sweptmodelagreeswiththe laminartheory; and for the
30° swepttest, heatingis laminarat the stagnation line. The experimental
heat transferrate distdbutionsforthe 15° and 30° swepttests are consistent
withresultsgivenby BeckwithandGallagher[24]. However,the 0° sweptheat
transferrate distributionis inconsistentand may be causedby freestreamflow
contaminationor freestreamturbulenceas explainedabove. Becauseof this
inconsistencyand the agreementwiththe laminarpredictionat the stagnation iJ




'I4.2 0° Swept Interference Results L
Experimentalresultsfor the 0° swept modei tests withType III and Type IV
shockwave interferenceflowfleldsare presentedin thissection. Theoretical
peakpressuresand heattrt "ferrateswere predictedby a computerprogram 4.
+
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!* i "P!for these modeltests and are shownon the pressureand heat transfer rate
.t
distributionplotS.
_ The computerprogramthat was.used is similar_to_aprogramdevelopedby ,_
- Morris and Keyes [42]. However, the present program has the option to
_-- assumeair behavesas a calodcallyperfectgas or to assumeair is a mixture
of 11 chemicailyreactingspecies(02, N2, O, NO, N, NO+, e-, N+, O+, At, and
_!i At+) inthermodynamicequilib_um.•A chemicallyreactingmixtureaccountsfor i!
"1
_i the temperatureand pressuredependenceof the translational,rotational,and I
_. vibrationalinternalenergymodes,and at hightemperatures,dissociationand _t
iOnizationOfthe constituentsof air. Forchemicallyreactingair, specificheats
i l functionof and Therefore,all air calculationsinare a temperature pressure. m_
the programwere made with an 11-speciesequilibriumchemically reacting
i gas modelfor air [68] that is applicableto temperaturesupto 15 000 K. Thei ,
! ;
computer program is called "EASI" which is an acronym for Equilibrium Air
i ShockInterference.
i-
i The requiredvadabla inputsto the EASI programfor the Type Iii shock
wave interferencepredictionswere freestream flow conditions,transmitted
shock length, Lts,Shownin Fig. 4(a), and the flow turningangle of region5 i
wLthrespect to the freestream direction. For the Type IV p__(edictions,the
requiredinputswere freestreamflow conditionsand transmittedshocklength,
Lts,as shownin Fig.5(a). The freestreamconditionswere taken fromTable 1,
and the transmitted shocklengthswhich were measuredfrom the schlieren
l
photographsand are presentedinTable 3.
4.2.1 Type III Shock Wave Interference
Heatingfromshear layer attachmentto the wall forthe Type III shockwave




Table 3 Geornetdc aspects of the 0° swept shock wave , ._
interferencepatterns -4
Run Type L_ es,ab= Yinv wI
in dog in in
26 IZI 2.06 33.8 ......... J
25 III 1.93 33.0 .........
61 ZV 1.35 .... 0.24 0.140
21 IV 0.71 .... 0.52 0.074
59 IV 0.75 .... 0.52 0.077
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yturbulenLat-the wall attachment point. Also, heating and pressure are i '.'
_. dependenton the sheer layer attachmentangle, eS,abs,at the walL+(See Fig.
N
__ 4(a).) Therefore,thesetwoeffectsare discussedinthissection.
Edney[3] and Bimhand Keyes [39]gave a transitionsheer layer Reynolds
_
numbercriteriato determinethe state of the sheerleyer at the wellattachment
point. The criteriais based on localflow conditionsin regions_2end 4 (See
_ Fig. 4(a).) and shear layer lengthat tr-ansition:Edney [3] definedthe shear
+_:_ layertransitionReynoldsnumberas:
I




and BirchendKeyes[39] definedthe transitionReynoldsnumberas: _i





_'=u4-- u (7) _!
+" (1 +,,._.4) ,i
i _I 2 +
_ Thedifference between equations(5) and (6) is the velocityterm used to i i
calculate the Shear layer transitionReynoldsnumber. Edney suggestedthe i J
t
I
- transitionReynolds number was based on the velocitydifference betWeen
- region 2 and region4. HoWever,Birchand Keyes [39] suggested,as a first
approximation,the transition Reynoldsnumber was based on an average
velocitybetwee,_the two regions. Both Edney [3] and Birchand Keyes [39]
plottedthe calculatedtransitionReynoldsnumber as e functionof region 4




i_ The shearlayer Reynoldsnumbersforthe presentType III modeltests(runs :
_ 25 and 26) were calculatedusingequations(5) and (6) from the shear iayer
_, lengthand local conditionsin regions2 and 4 as determinedby EASh The
shear layer Reynoldsnumberfrom equation(5) is 4.3 x 105 whichis greater
than Edney's turbulent,criteria of Ret - 2.7 x 105; and the she,".r layer
Reynoldsnumberfromequation(6) is 3.8 x 105whichis greaterthan the Birch
andKeyescriteriaof Rat- 5.5 x 104. Bothcomparisonsshowthatthe present
Type III shear layer Reynoldsnumberis greaterthan the transitionReynolds
number. Therefore, this study has concluded that the sh,_)arlayer was
turbulentat the wallattachmentpointin the presenttests.
Havingcharacterizedthe state of the shear layer,peak pressureand peak
heat transfer rate are also dependent on the wall turning angle at the
attachmentpoint. The wall turningangle affectsthe shockstrengthbetween
regions 4 and 5 as shown in Fig. 4(a). The turning angle at the wall
determinesthe localpressurerise from region4 to 5 and flow conditionsin
region5. (For example, see the M4 curve in Fig. 4(b).) Knowingthe flow
conditionsin region5, onecan determinethe peak heattransferrate as given
by equation(2).
The sensitivityof peakpressureand heattransferrate to wall turningangle t
was computedusingthe EASI computercode and is shownin Fig. 18. The it
of thisanalysisare normalizedby the undisturbedstagnationpressure tresults
#
and heat transfer rate. The figureshowsthat peak pressureand peak heat
transfer rats increase as the wall turning angle from region 4 to region 5
increasesoverthe rangeof possibleturninganglesinthe analysis.
Schlierenphotographsand pressureand heattransfer rate distributionsfor
the 0° sweptType III shockwave interferencetests are shownin Figs. 19 and
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Fig.19, Experimental results for 0° Swept, Type III interference flowfield
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ii Fig.20. Experimental results for 0° swept, Type Ill interference flowfield ,
|._ (run25, Lt$= 1.93 in., Re1= 1.538 x 106 lift). _i
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_ transmitted shock length, Lts, which was measured from the schlieren .'
[, photographsshownin Figs. 19_a)and20(a). These Type Ill interferencetests
were alsopresentedby Wieting[9]+
+,+ The predictionof peak pressureand peak heat transfer rate in+region5
(See Rg. 4(a).) was determinedfromthe sensitivityanalysisdiscussedabove.
_!+,
The peak expedmantalpressurefrom run26 was matchedwiththe calculatedi
pcessureat the wall turningangleof 33° shownin Fig. 18(a), The calculated I
i I:+ t
_. peakturbulentheattransferrateis shownonthe axisof ordinatesinFig. 19(c). i
Althoughthe shear layer of the presenttest was shownto be turbulent,the "t|,+r
_ laminar prediction is also included on the heat transfer rate plot. The
+ expedmentalpeak heat transferrate is in good agreementwith the predicted
_, turbulentvalue shownin Fig. 19(c).
No pressure data were recordedduring test run 25. Therefore, a wall
turninq angle of 33° was used in the predictionfor this modeltest sincethe
• cylinderpositionwas unchangedfrom run25 to run 26 as shown in Table 2.
Theoretical peak turbulent and laminar heat transfer rates for run 25 are
_+ shownin Fig. 20(c). The turbulentpredictionis in good agreementwith the
experimentalpeakheattransferrate as shownin Fig.20(c).
The expedmeritalheat transferrate datafor the Type III interferencetendto
be turbulent. This is supportedby the transitionReynoldsnumber criteria
given by Edney [3] and Birchand Keyes [39]. The experimentaldata agree
withthe predictionsof pressure+and heatVansferrate fromthe EASI computer
program;however,the predicttonsrelyon experimentalresults.
4.2.2 Type iV ShOck Wave InterferenCe
The cylinderwas translatedbothverticallyand horizontallywith respectto
the shockgeneratortrailingedge duringthe Type IV interferencetests. (See !
+ 67 ,
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Table 2.) Because of this, a method was needed to assess the relative
cylinderpositionwith respectto the Incomingincidentshockwave. This v;as
accomplishedby calculatingthe obliqueshockwave angleand extendinga
shockwave fromthe sheck ggnerator leadingedge to the cylindercenterline
at this angle. The oblique shock wave location was calculated with the
assumptionsthat flow on the shockgenerator was inviscidand the oblique
shockwave was straight.The distanceYinv,is the calculatedverticaldistance
betweenthe extendedobliqueshockwave andthe cylinder axis as shownin
Fig. 21. The Type IV shockwave interferencetests presentedin thissection
are orderedby increasingYinv as tabulatedin Table 3. Usingthismethod,a
calculationof the incidentshockpositionis notcorrectbecausethe boundary
layer, throughthe displacementthickness,alters the shockwave above the
generatorwedge. However,the Yinvdistancedoes providea goodestimateof
the relative movements of tl_ cylinderpositionwith respect to the oblique
shockwave fromone test runto another.
Resultsfromthe 0° swept,Type IV shockwave interferencemodeltests are
shownin Figs._' ':_fo_increasingYinv. Thisarrangementshowsthe effectof
downwardadjustmentof the cylinderwith respect to the incomingincident
shock wave. The experimental results are presented as schlieren
photographsof the shockwave interferencepatternandas pressureand heat iJ
transferratedistributionsonthe instrumentedcylinder.Also,predictionsof the l
peak pressureand peak heattransferrate were made by the EASI computer _;
program for each test run using freestream conditionsfrom Table 1 and '.
measured transmitted shock lengths from Table 3. These predictions
assumedsupersonicjet impingementnormalto the cylindersurface in either
$
region7 or region8. (See Fig.5(a).) The heatingrate is moresensitiveto the









Fig. 21. Location of Yinvwith respect to the incident shock generator and
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Fig.23. Experimentalresultsfor0° swept,Type IV interferenceflowfield
(run21, Re1- 1.564 x 106l/tt).
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Fig. 24. Experimental results for 0° swept, Type IV interference flOwfield
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i_ a) Schlieren photograph!
Fig. 25. Experimental results for 0° swept, Type IV i.terference flowfield i(run 60, Re1 = 1.448 x 1 6 lift). !
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rise. However,both levelsare shownon the figures. It is also impodant to
note that sincethese flowsare behindnormalshocks,only a laminarheating
prediction is relevant. Hence, the estimated peak heating levels assume
laminarflow.
The schllerenphotographs(See Figs. 22(a)-25(a).) show the detailsof the
Type IV shock wave interference pattern, including the supersonic jet
impingingonthe cylindersurface. The surfacepressureandheattransferrate
distributionsshown on Figs. 22(b)-25(b) and Figs. 22(¢)-25(o), respectively,
are similarto distributiontrendspostulatedby Edney[3] andsketchedin Fig.9
for supersonicjet impingement. The experimental resultsshow very high
pressuresand heat transfer rates in the narrow impingementregion with
expansions and compressions on either side of the impinging jet. ,
Calculatio,._of the jet widthbythe EASI codeare givenon Table 3 and range
from 0.140 inchesfor run 61 to 0.074 inches for run 21. The calculatedjet
width is a functionof the inputtransmittedshocklength. The regionon the
cylindersurfaceaffectedby the jet appearsto be widerthan the calculatedjet
width (which was between 2.8° and 5.3°) for the Type IV shock wave i
interferencemodel tests shown in this section. Note that the pressureand |
heat transfer rate distributionsshown in Figs. 22-25 are sharp and well
defineda',the supersonicjet impingementregionbecause of the close gauge
spacing. The experimentalpeak pressureson the cylindersurfacetend to be
predictedbythe ref_ion7 _;tagnationpressure,and the poak heattransferrates ,





4.3 15° 8wept Interference Resu;ts ,,
Experimentalpressureand heat transfer rate distributionsfor the 15= swept
model with a shock wave interferenceflowfieldare shown on Rgs. 26-33.
These results include undistu_oedtheoretical pressure and heat transfer
distributionscalCulatedusingthe methodsgiven by Beckwithand Gallagher
I i [24]. Schlleren photographs are not included because facility windowlimitationsof the 48" HST prevent da schlterenlineof sighf,along the swept
cylinderaxis. ;_
The 15° swept shock wave interferencetest resultsare presented in the
order given in Table 4. The nominaltest conditionruns are presentedfirst,
and the,',the off nominalconditionresultsare presented. The orderat a given • ,
test conditionis for increasingYinv,similarto the presentationof the test runs
in section4.2.2. The distanceYinvshowshowthe relativecylinderpositions
affect surface pressureand heat transfer rate distributionswithoutthe visual
evidence of the shock wave interference type shown on a schlieren
photograph. This ordedng Schema showsthe experimental resultsas the
cylinderis moveddownwardwithrespect to the incidentshockgenerator. For !
example,the Type iii shockwave intederenceresultsare shownfirst,then the
Type IV results,and soon.
The cylinderpositionvariationat the nominaltestconditionis shownin Figs.
26-30. Resultsfrom run 70, shownin Fig. 26, were for the highestrelative |
i cylinderpositionat the nominaltest condition. The surfacedistributionsare
not similarto the 0° swept, Type III distributionsshown in the figure as a
dashed line. On the basis of the locationof maximumpressurerise, those I
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Fig. 26. Experimental results for 15° swept intederence flowfield (run 70,
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Fig. 27. Experimental results for i5 ° swept Interference flowfield (run 71,
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Fig. 28. Experimental results for 15° swept interference flowfield (run 69,
Rel I 1.501 x 106 1111)compared with unswept results (run 21).
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Fig. 29. Experimental results for 15° swept interference flowfield (run 68,
Re1 = 1.469 x 10s lift).
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Fig.30, Experimentalresultsfor 15° swept interferenceflowfield(run 67,
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Fig. 31. Expgrimental results for 15° swept interference flowfield (run 73,
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Fig. 32. Experimental results for 15° swept interference flowfield (run 66,
Re1 = 0.702 x 106 1lit).
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Fig. 33. Experimental results fo: 15° swept interference flowfield (run 72,





R• Table 4 CalculatedYinv for 15° and30° sweptmodeltests ;t;
i .'q
i 1
' _ Run A Yirr_ Re1 'I
z dog in l/it
x10-6
70 15 -0.49 1.471 i
71 15 -0.17 1.376 i
69 15 0.Ii 1.501
68 15 0.30 1.469
67 15 0.68 1.484
73 15 -0.14 O.712
66 15 O.71 O.702
72 15 -0.18 1.874
77 30 -0.19 1.528
98 30 O.40 1.467
75 30 O.41 1.480
78 30 0.62 1.484
76 30 0.77 1.454
i 80 30 O.43 O.715








As the cylinder was moveddownward, the pe_ pressureand heat_transfer
rate increasedas shown in Figs. 27 and 28. A comparisonotthe surface
dist,-ibutionswith the 0° swept,Type IV shockwave interferencedistributions
(shnwnon the figures)showssimilarpressureand heat transferdistributions
onthe cylindersurface. Therefore,it is concludedthat Figs. 27 and 28 show....
the surfaceeffectsfrom a Type IV shockwave interferencefor the 15° swept
modeltests. Note that the 0° and15 ° sweptpeak-preSsuresare.rJearlyat+the
same levelbecausethe supersonicjet flow stagnatesthrougha strong shock
wave. However,the I_'eakheattransferrate is reducedwith sweep probably
becausethe spanwisevelocitycomponentalongthe forwardface of the swept
cylinderdid notallowthe supersonicjet to impingenormalto the surface.
Resultsshownin Fig.29 wereat the nextcylinderpositionand are probably '
from a supersonicjet grazingthe cylindersurfac'_near the transitionbetween
a Type.IV and Type V shockwave interference. The lowest relativecylinder
positionat the nominaltest conditionwas for run67 shownin Fig. 30, and is
probablyfroma Type V shockwave interference.
Predictionswhichwere includedfor the 0° swept interferencetests are not
given in this section because the EASI code is for a twmdimensional
interaction,butcorrelationswiththe 0° sweptdata willbe presentedinthe next
chapter. Although no visual evidence of the interference pattern was
available, a comparisonof the data shown in Figs. 27 and 28 with Edney's
postulatedtrends [3] and the 0° swept data show they are from a Type IV
interference. Also,the resultsshownin Figs 26-30 span the gap that includes




4.4 30° Swept Interference Results '1!
_ Experimentalpressureand heattransferrate clistdbutionsfor the 30° model
_ tests with shockwave interferenceflowfleldam shownin Figs. 34-40. These
resultsare presentedinthe ordershownin Table4 for increasingYinvwhichis
the Sameway that resultsforthe 15° sweptmodeltests were presentedinthe
! section 4.3.....The _experimentalresults include the undisturbedtheoretical
i. pressureand heattransferrate distributions[24].
Surface pressureand heat transfer rate distributionsfor the tests at the
nominalconditionare shownin Figs. 34-38. The cylinderwas at the upper
relative location during run 77. Experimental results from this run are
compared with the 0° swept, Type III results as shown in Fig. 34. The
_:._._!_, comparisonshowsthat the surfacedistributionsare similar;however,the 30°
:; sweptresultsare at a lowerlevel. Therefore,the experimentaldistributionsfor
run77 were probablyfromType III shockwave interference.
The pressureand heat transfer rate distributionsshownin Figs. 35-37 are
comparedwith the 0° swept, Type IV results. The 30° swept resultshave
sharp, well defined peaks with secondaryexpansionand compressionson
either sideof the peakssimilarto the resultsforthe 0° swept,Type IV results.
t
The distributionsare also similarto the Type IV distributionspostulatedby
Edney[3]andshownin Fig.9. Therefore,the distributionsgivenin Figs.35-37
are believed to show the surface effects from Type IV supersonic jet
impingementforthe 30° sweptmodeltests. Notethatthe peakpressurelevels
i are near the 0° swept results,but the heat transfer rate peaks are reduced.• For the lowercylinderlocation,the pressuredistributionsshownin Fig. 38(a)
_i can be caused by either a grazing Type IV or a Type V shock wave
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Fig. 34. Experimental results for 30° swept interference flowfield (run 77, 0
Re1 = 1.528 x 10s 1/t0 Compared with unswept results (run 26).
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Fig. 35. Experimental results for 30 ° swept interference flowfleld (run 98,
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Fig. 36. Experimental results for 30° swept interference flowfield (run 75,
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Fig. 37. Experimental results fOr30 ° swept interference flowfield (run 78,
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Fig. 38. Experimental results for 30 ° swept interference flowfield (run 76,
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Fig. 39. Experimental results for 30° swept interference flowfield (run 80,
Re1 = 0.715 x 106 lift).
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CORRELATION OF PEAK PRESSURE AND HEAT...,,TRANSFER
RATE
5.1 Peak Pressures end Heat Transfer Rates From Tests at
Nominal Conditions
Peak pressures and heat transfer rates from the tests at the nominal
conditionswith a shockwave interferenceflowfieldare plottedas a locusof
peaks in Fig. 41 for the 0°, 15°, and 30° sweep angles. These peaks were
taken fromthe experimentaldata presentedi,_sections4.2, ¢.3, and 4.4 and
tabulated in Appendix B. Peak pressure and heat transfer rate vary
depending on the interference type and the associated interactionat the
surface. The vadouSinterference patternswere obtained by translatingthe
instrumentedcylinderwith respectto the trailingedge of the incidentshock"
generator. The positionsof the cylinderfor the variousinterferencetests are
givenin Table 2.
The. pressureand heat transferrate peaks shownin Figs. 41(a) and 41(b),
respectively,showvariationsin the experimentalresultsbecause the limited
amount of data presentedon the figures do not fully describe the locusof
peaks. However, a great amount of effort was expended to obtain these
limitedresults. Time and moneyconstraintsinthe testprogramdid notallowa
large number of tests to producea statisticallyslgniflcant number of tests
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whichwouldhavedescribedthe "actuaL%locusof peaks_fromthe varioustypes •
of shockwave_l.terfefence-pattemsin detail. However,these limiteddata do '"
representa good effortto mapoutthe peakpressuresand heat transferrates _I
producedbythe sweRtshockwave interferencemodel.
An attemptwas madeto define the locusof peaks with a parabolic_least
squarescurvefit of the data. When individualcurves were fit to the pressure
data atthe threesweep angles, the curves tended to_collapse together.
Therefore, a single curve was fit through all of the experimental pressure
peaks end is shownin Fig. 41(a). Mostof the peak pressuresshownin the
figure followthe trend of the paraboliccurve with the exceptionof three 0°
swept peak pressuremeasurementsat e - -20°. The anomalyat e - -20°
may be causedby experimentaldata scatter or, a moreprobablecause may
be normal impingementof the 0° swept supersonicjet from region 8 flow
whichgivesthe highestpressurerise. (See Fig.5.)
The curve fit for the heattransferrate peaks showeda good correlationat
the three sweepangles. Hence, leastsquaresparaboliccurves are included
withthe experimentalpeak heattransferratesin Fig.41(b), The curvesshow
that the peak heat transferrates decreased as the sweep angle increased.
The 0° swept peak heat transfer rates at O ,, -20° were not fit to the curve '
labeledas A = 0°. These data show that an intenseheating level occurred
over a narrow regionon the cylindersurfacewhich wouldbias the curve fit
Jupward. The regionis shownat, a hatchedarea in the figure. Heat transfer
rate in this narrow regionis probablycaused by normal impingementof the !
supersonic jet on the surface. The peakheatingdropssubstantiallyas the jet
impingement zone on the surface changes about ± 5° from the normal
impingementregion. Heatingis reducedfrom an amplificationof nearly30 to
6.
an amplification of about 20 times the undisturbedStagnationpointlevel. The
10l i
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f
,,o.,° r..u,. ...n0,e0,onpr .b,,becausenormalimpingementof the supersonicjet does notoccuron a swept I I
,i,.. leading._e surface.
_ Type IV shock wave interferenceheetingis mostsevere for the 0° swept j
ii_ case,at e., 20°. Supersonicjet Impingementalsooccursfore > -15°, but the
_i jet is tumed.upward and impingesat low angles or just grazes the surf._ce
'_ resultingin lowervalues. The valuesfore < -50° are most likelyfor a Ty:JeIII
; (shearlayer-boundaryleyer) or Type II (shock-boundarylayer)interference.
,._ The p__r_boliccurve fits in Fig. 41(b) show that peak heat transfer rates
_i decreasedas the sweep angle increased. However,with increasedsweep,
,I!i! the peak pressuresdid not showthe same decrease as the heatingbecause
r_ ' !
',_,_ the inviscidfeaturesof the shockwave interferencepatternat sweep may be
:_:' similarto those of the unsweptcase. Hence, the peak pressuresare notas
_-,
: .:_,r' sensitiveto sweepas the peeJ.cheating.
_ This _ection presented and discussed the experimental peaks for the
_:, various shock wave interference patterns observed at the nominal test
[_ condition. The next sectionpresentsa discussionof the peak pressuresand
_ heat transferrates for the Type IV supersonicjet impingementtests which




5.2 Effect of Sweep• on Peak Pressure end Peek Heat Transferi Rate for the Type IV Supersonle Jet Impingement
!
For undisturbedflow past a sweptcylinder,the stagnationpressurevaries
as c0s2A and the stagnation heat transfer rate varies as cosl.lA [24].
Therefore, it is postulated that the peak experimental pressure and heat I
102
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transferrata.fromType IV supersonicjet impingementwillvarywith sweepina
.I
similarmanneras givenby the followingrelationships:
p (A) I^ cos2A (8)" PO "0°
q_.e.,(^).q_.,J^ cos11^ (9)qo qo "0°
Calculations of the inviscid 0° swept Type IV shock wave interference
flowfiela" and resulting peak pressure and heat transfer rates were
accomplished using the EASI computer program and the results were
presentedin Figs. 23-25. For these calculationsthe computerprogramused
the equilibriumchemicallyreactingair model. The maximumcalculatedheat
transfer rate occurred for test run 21 as shown in Fig. 23 because the
transmittedshocklength,Its, was the shortestforthisrun. (See Table3.)
Using the transmittedshock lengthfrom run 21, peak pressureand heat
transferratefor region7 and 8 flowwas calculatedby the EASI programusing
both the caloricallyperfect and equilibriumchemically reecting air models. _.II
These calculatedvalueswere used in equations(8) and (9) to definethe peak ,_
pressure and heat transfer rate curves shown on Figs. 42(a) and 42(b), J
respectively. I
Experimentalpeakpressureforthe Type IV interferenceat the three sweep
angles are taken from Fig. 41(a) and plottedin Fig. 42(a). These data are ,_
boundedby the pressureratiocurvesobtainedfrom equation(8) for region7
and region8. The localpre_;surein region7 and region8 are equal to the
pressurein the upper and lowerboundingsubsonicregions,respectively,on
either side of the jet and are independentof the jet width. Hence, the i _'
l03 _L;
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assumed transmitted shock length has a minimal influence on the lower
(reg!Qn7) and upper (region 8) bounds because the jet is assumed to
terminatethrougha normalshockat the cylindersurface. Also, thesesurface
pressures are influenced little by jet impingement angle on the surface
because the Type IV jet flow is terminated by a strong shock resultingin
subsonicflowat the jet Impingementpointon the surface.
The different bounds for the equilibrium,chemically-reactinggas reflect
differencesin flow thermodynamicpropertiesand turningangles throughthe
comp_!.essionwaves in the supersonicjet. When the jet flow passesthrough
the weak shockwaves,kineticenergyof the air is sharedby all internalenergy
modes of the gas molecules or is going into the energy budget for the
chemicallyreactingproducts,or both [52]. The vibrationalenergy modesof
the moleculesin air become excitedat gas temperaturesof about 1500°R.
Calculations.forthe presenttest showgas temperaturesof about2800°R in
the jet stagnationregion. Therefore,hightemperatureeffects are presentfor
these tests. Notethattheseeffectsare significantundertheseconditionseven
though the temperature is well below the onset of significantdissociation.
(Significant02 dissociationoccursaround3600°R [52].)
Similarly,experimentalpeak heat transferratesfrom Fig. 41(b) are plotted
in Fig.42(b) and are boundedby the curvesobtainedfrom equation(9). The
normalized experimental heat transfer rates lie approximately midway
betweenthe curvesof region7 and region8 and followthe trend expressed
by equation (9). Unlike the pressure, the heat transfer rate is influenced
stronglyby the widthof the jet. Jet widthcontrolsthe velocitygradientalong





_ The heattransfer,rate boundsdefinedby region7 and region8 (in Rg. 5(a)) :
,v
_ for this freestream flow condition am lower for the equilibriumchemically
reactinggas, This may be attributedto changesin the wall velocitygradient,
=_. thermal layer properties, andcompressibility effects. Therefore, high
temperatureeffectsonthe jet stagnationpointheattransferrateforthe present
_'_i freeetreamflowcOnditionaresignificant.
An estimate for theexpected range of pressure and heat •transferrate
'.t
ill. amplification with sweep can be made by using_equations (8) and (9),
_! respectively,assuminga transmittedshock lengt_hto calculatethe 0° sweptpeak heat transfer rate. In addition, it has been shown that inviscid flow
::' featuresof the Type IV interferencepattemscaledirectlywiththe radiusof the
- body[17]. Therefore, for a givenset of experimentalflow conditionswith a
: Type IV interference,an experimentallyobtainedtwo-dimensionaltransmitted
i. shock length may be scaled with body radius to find an estimate of the
; expected range of pressure and heat transfer rate with sweep using the
_:_ methoddescribedabove. However,as the radiusis decreased,the boundary
: layer becomesa greaterpercentageof the shocklayer,and the scalingeffects
,. of the body radius with inviscid flow features may become invalid as the ,
_: viscouseffectsdominatethe Iocaiflowfieldof the Type IV interferencepattern.
_:_: Peak pressureand heattransferrate amplificationratioscorrelatewell as a
function of the cosine of the sweep angle as shown in Fig. 42. The reference
[ quantitiesPoand qo can be eliminatedfrom equations(8) and (9) to isolate
_" _r the effectof sweeponthe peakpressureand heattransferrate andobtain:
:'_ pp
:-" ---- =COS4A (10)




.cos 2^ (11) '1
qpl ^.o" ,'
The values for.pplA.OOandqplA.0o were taken from the analysisabove as
the average oalcuiatedstagn_ion valuesof region7 and region8 at A - 0°.
The expeflmentalpeak pressureand heat transfer rate were normalizedby
these valuesand are shownon Figs. 43(a) and 43(b), respectively. Boththe
pressure and h_)at transfer rates normalized in this manner are in good
agreement with the cosine function trends. Therefore, normalized peak
pressurewas reduced about 13 percentand 44 percent, respectively,and
normalizedpeak heat transfer rate was reduced about 7 percent and 27
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An experimentalstudy of the effects of leading edge sweep on surface
pressureand heat transfer rate for sweptshockwave interferencehas been
presented. This studywas conductedcoo,.)erativelybetween NASA Langley
Research Center and Calspan-University of Buffalo Research Center.
Experimentaltestswere conductedin the Calspan48-inch HypersonicShock
Tunnelat a nominalMach numberof 8, nominalReynoldsnumberof 1.5 x 106
per foot, leadingedge and incidentshockgeneratorsweep anglesof 0% 15°,
and 30°, and incidentshockgeneratorangle-of-attackfixedat 12.5°. Detailed
surfacepressureand heat transferrate distributionson the cylindricaleading 1
P
edge of a sweptshockwave interferencemodelwere measuredto determine
the regionof the maximumsurfacepressureandheattransferrates.
6.2 Conclusions
The experimentalstudyshowsthat pressureand heat transferrate on the
cylindricalleadingedge of the shockwave interference modelwere reduced
as the sweep was increased over the range of tested parameters. Peak




Ipressureforthe 0° sweeptest;andpeakheattransferrate was about30 times
the stagnationpointheating. Peak pressureand heattransferrate normalized
by the undisturbedstagnationline valuesvary with the cosine of the sweep
angle, A. This vadation is in thesame manneras the undisturbed,stagnation
pressureand heat transferrate. When the peak pressureand heat transfer
ratesare normalizedby the peakvaluesat 0° sweepangle, pressurevaries as
cos4Aandheat transferratevadesas C0S2.2A. A comparisonof the 15° swept
resultswiththe 0° sweptresultsshowsthat peakpressurewas reducedabout
13 percent and peak heat transfer rate was reduced about 7 percent. A
comparisonof the 30° swept resultsshowsthat peak pressurewas reduced
about27 percentand poak heat transferrate was reducedabout44 percent
whencomparedto the P,"sweptresults.
6.3 Recommendations
The presentstudy has definedthe effects of sweep on the pressureand
heattransferratesfor a sweptshockwave interferencemodelat the nominal
test conditions.However, these d_ta are limitedin that they are for a single !
Mach number, single test condition,and si,-;g!eincident shock deflection
angle. "1"odefine the effectsof a swept shockinterferencemorecompletely,
the followingrecommendationsfor futureresearchare suggested:
(1) At the nominaltest condition,more shock wave interference tests are
neededto fullydefinethe _ocusof peakpressureand heattransferrate at
0°, 15°, and 30° sweepangle.
(2) More tests at the off nominalMach 8 conditionsare neededtOshowthe






(3) The test facilityshouldhave the capabilityof schlierenlineof sightalong _t
the cylinderaxis at sweep angles of 15= and 30° to visualize the swept
shockwave interferencepatterns. _'
(4) Freestream conditionsshould include higher Mach number and higher
enthalpyflow simulatethe true environmentof high Mach numberflight
conditionsandshowthe hightemperatureeffectsof dissociation.
(5) Tests on a smallerdiameterleadingedge are needed to accessvarious
effects which are unclear at this time. For example, effects in the jet
stagnationpoint such as Reynoldsnumber scalingbased on diameter,i ' i
i; viscous'dominatedshocklayer, non-equilibriumflow, and non-continuum ,
flowmay be determined.
(6) Futuretests shouldstudythe effectsof incidentshockimpingementon a
compoundsweptanddiagonalleadingedge whichmay representa more
realisticshockwave interferenceonthe scramjetcowl.
(7) Flighttestingof a swept cowl leadingedge modelon flighttest vehicles
suchas the HypersonicFlightand InstrumentationResearchExperiments
(HYFIRE) projectwillshoweffectsof highMach numberflight. HYFIRE is
expected to rea.chMach 16 flight conditions using ground launched
missiles.
(8) Developmentof a three-dimensionalpresSure-deflection-sweepdiagram,
similarto the two-dimensionalheart-diagram,may yielda morecomplete •_









Finally,it is h.opedthat these experimentshavecontributedto a better .,
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METHOD OF HEAT TRANSFER RATE CALCULATION
t
Heat transfer rates on the swept shock wave interference model ,were
determinedfromthe temperature-timehistoriesof the thin-filmconstant.current :i
platinumthermometers. Since the platinumfilm was fusedto the (pyrex 7740)
substrate,it was assumedthat the filmbehavedas aperfect conductor. Using -i
this assumption, the measured temperature-time histories of the gauges I
equatedto the surfaceteml)eratureof the pyrexsubstrate.Furthermore,Wieting !
has shownpreviously[9] that the pyrex behaves as a one-dimensionalsemi-
infinite solid whose backside temperature remains constant during the 15 i
millisecondshocktunneltest.
The Calspan heat transferdata reductionmethodis called the "Rae-Taulbee
method"and is based on the solutionfor one-dimensionalh_at transfer with t
variablethermalproperties.CarslawandJaeger[67] expressthe equationas:
pCp-_- _x (k aT
. (A1)
4
This nonlinear equation is transformedto a linear heatconductionequationby
the Kirohofftransformation[67]givenby: |i
T i
I ', (x,t). _ dT (A2) 'krefT=f
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is transformedusingequation(A2) to give:
a_ (AS)q =. krof "_"
The solutionof equation(A3) by an appropriatenumericaltechniqueto find
/
_(x,t) will yield the surfaceheat transfer rate by applyingequation (A5) at the
pyrexsurface.
The thermophysicalproperties of the pyrex 7740 used in the Calspan
experimentshave been measuredovera range of temperaturesand are given
by Miller[65]as:
k= 1.51458x 10-2- 5.90677 x 10-ST + 1.81645x 10-7T2 W/cm-K (A6a)
Cp= -8.54140x 10.2 + 4.28391x 10-3T- 5.74819 x 10-61"2





p -- 2.227g/cm3 - constant (A6c) _
over the range of temperature (in degrees K) 297 K < T < 600 K. Thermal
diffusivity, a,,a(_), can be obtained at the appropriate temperature T(x,t)
correspondingto _,=_(x,t)usingequations(A2) and (A6).
The basis for the heat transfer data reductiontechnique is given in the
discussionabove. Specificdetailsof the formulationusedin the data reduction
computerprogramare discussednext.
The numerical solution of equation (A3) is performed in a stretched
coordinate system.using a finite difference scheme. The stretched coordinate
system is usefulbecat:sevariationof temperature in the pyrex occursover a





t = _ (A7b) !
t
and therefore
=$ (A8) • i
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in the stretched coordinatesystem. Equation (A3) is transformed into the _
stretchedcoordinatesystemgiven.byequation(A7) andtakesthe form:
A Crank-Nicolson finite difference formulation Of the partial differential




$ (Ti=0,I:) - dT (A10a)
%
and at the rear surfacethe boundaryconditionis:
¢ ( T1= 5,z ) = 0 (MOb)
The initialconditionis givenby:
,(n,z=o)=o (A10c) t




wherethe subscriptsreferto spaceandthe superscriptsreferto time.
Equation(A11) is inthe form:
j j+l J_)iJ+l J_l+l JAi (1ii+1+ Bi + Ci i-1 = Di (A12) '.£
i wherethe left-handsideinvolvesvaluesof ¢ attimej+l, andthe right-handside _
involves¢ at time j. The matrixof coefficientsA, B, C, and D are a tridiagonial
systemof equations,andThomas'algorithm[66] is usedto solvethissystemof
equations.The solutiontakesthe form:
,j+1 . j.o,1 (A13)




j (_j _j+l i
_j+l Di" --i f_i-t (A14a)
_di " l i Hi*1
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,,, (A14b)J I
Bi - CiH_ _'
Given the boundaryconditionat the uppersurface, i n 1, which iSknownfrom
the temperature-timehistory of the platinumthermometer,and the solutionat
timestepj, 9 at timestep j+l is _olvedusingequation(A14).
The procedlJreadvancesintime as follows:Atthe surfacewhere i = 1 andat
timestep j+l,
j+l . j+l j+l
P1F1 = G1 + i"11 _)2 (A15)






H1 = 0 (A16b) '
The solutionfor Gj+I andHj+I are advancedin spacefromi = 2, 3, 4, ..., I. Then
_j+l is solved in the oppositespatialdirection,i. e., i = I, I-1, I-2, ..., 3, 2, 1. The '_
solutionat the backsideis knownfromthe constanttemperaturewall condition,
equation(A10b),_i-0 for all timestepsJ.
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The heattransferrate at the surfaceis obtainedusingequation(A5) whichis ,
approximatedby: _ _!U
.l J .I
1 [ "3q)1+ 4_P2"IPS] (A17)
Also,thissolutionprocedurerequ.iredan initialtemperatureprofilefor_ afterthe
first time step, j=l. This was accomplishedu.singan analytic solution.tothe
transientheatconductionequationwithconstantpropertiesand a constantheat
fluxat the frontsurface. That solutionis givenby Cars_awandJaeger [67] and
is repeatedherefor completeness.
I (xt,1/2 .(x_2)
• "" (A18a)2r&-.r ............_
where the surfaceheatfluxwasgivenas:
1
k [1"(1,1)- T f] (A18b) ,q= ,
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Appendix B
SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER RATE AND PRESSURE TABULATION ............................
Experimentaldata presentedin this studyare tabulated in this appendix.
The heat transfer rates and pressuresare normalizedbythe valuesgivenas
qo and Po,respectively,whichare the calculatedstagnationlinevalues. The
angularpositione is the circumferentialocationon the instrumentedcylinder ;!
wherethe measurementwas taken. These e valuesare tabulatedincolumns
2 and 7 inthe tablesforthe heattransferrate and pressuredata, respectively.
l
The most negativee valueis the lowestgauge positionon the bottomof the
cylinder, and the most positive O is the most upper location. The J
,t
measurementswhich correspondto e =.0° 3re at the stagnationline with J
respectto the freestreamflowdirection. Heat transfe, rates are presentedin
i
columns4 and 5 and correspondto the O values in column 2. The heat
,=
transferrate valuesgiven in column4, qhw/qo,are the hotwall valueswhich !
_a
correspondto the adjacentsurfacetemperaturesgiven in column3; and the
valuesgiven in column5, q/qo,have beenadjustedto a coldwall temperature
q
of 530°R. The exoedmentalpressurespresentedin this study are given in j




ExperimentalData for Run 21
HeatTransferRate Pressure ,j
qo= 41.907 po= 10.757 %,_
Btu/ft_ssc psia
gauge O , Tw qhw/qo q/qo gauge O p/Po '_
dog OR dog
53 -53.77 648.0 2.71 2.86 1 -95.49 0.42
54 -50.?2 65?.7 2.94 3.11 5 -66.85 1.67
55 -47.66 669.9 3.29 3.51 10 -31.04 2.75
56 -44.61 676.8 3.56 3.81 12 -21.49 6.33
57 -41.55 697.8 4,.18 4.52 17 -19.10 7.61
58 -38.50 709.4 4.3_ 4.73 13 -16.71 6.61
59 -35.44 715.9 4.62 5.04 18 -14.32 5.44
61 -29.33 751.5 5.71 6.33 14 -11.94 2.41
62 -26.27 816.7 8.20 9.40 19 -9.55 1.71
1 -26.27 797.5 6.76 7.67 15 -7.16 0.93 ,:
2 -25.47 816,7 7.51 8,61 20 -4.77 0.69
3 -24.67 833.9 .8.16 9.43 22 7.16 0.11
4 -23.87 872.8 9.31 10.98 23 14.32 0.06
5 -23.07 900.9 10.24 12.25 24 21.49 0.09
6 -22.28 925.4 11.79 14.30 25 28.65 0.13
7 -21.49 915.4 10.43 12.58 26 35.81 0.23
9 -19.88 1013.0 17.23 21.91 28 50.13 0.24
71 -19.58 1060.0 20.94 27,36
10 -19.08 1030.0 18.54 23.81
69 -17.67 1051.0 19.85 25.80
68 -16.71 1045.0 19.01 24.62
67 -15.76 1011.0 16.18 20.56
66 -14.80 928.7 11.06 13.43
65 -13.85 926.7 10.48 12.71
64 -12.89 889,3 8.93 10.62 "
63 -11.94 855.8 7.04 8,23
24 -8,12 720,2 3.62 3,95
25 -5.06 638.3 1.98 2.09
. !28 4 ii 558.6 0.46 0.46 , A
29 7.16 553.9 0.28 0,29
30 10.22 546.3 0.17 0.17 q
31 13.27 543.6 0.17 0.17
32 16.33 544.7 0.12 0,12
34 16.33 540.0 0.12 0.12
36 22.93 546.4 0.29 0.29
37 26.15 551.6 0.53 0,53 _
38 29.37 558.7 0.79 0.80
39 32.59 562.5 0.86 0,88 *
40 35.81 569.7 1.05 1.07
41 39.03 572.6 1.12 1,1.5





_._ ExperimentalData for Run 25
HeatTransferRate Pressure _'i
i "t "'*
!,_! qo=,41.5=_2 Po= 10.580
Btu/ft2-sec psia
gauge e . Tw qhw/qo q/qo gauge e p/po
i!, deg °R deg
53 -86.36 585.8 1.15 1.18
• 55 -80.25 617 4 2.04 2.12
: 56 -77 20 637 4 2.39 2 51
e t e
• 57 -74.14 656.4 2.96 3.13
58 -71.08 673 .8 3.39 3.61
59 -68.03 694.9 4.08 4.40 :
61 -61.92 755.7 5.15 5.71
62 -58.86 784.8 6.21 6.98
1 -58.86 775.5 6.29 7.05
ii' 3 -57.26 781.5 6.26 7.02 :,
=: 4 -56.46 824.1 7.50 8.60
:: 5 -55.66 809.1 6.94 7.90
r 6 -54.87 817.6 7.36 8.42
i_ 7 -54.08 794.2 6.26 7.07
...-.. 9 -52.47 804 •6 7.04 7.99
_: i0 -51.67 788.3 6.43 7.24
_'f 69 -50.26 798.4 6.46 7.31
_'_' 68 -49.30 801.8 6.42 7.28
_ 67 -48.35 824.6 7.18 8.23
66 -47.39 776.6 5.70 6.38
_:, 65 -46.44 772.1 5.75 6.42
64 -45.48 767.5 5.53 6.17
_ 24 -40.71 740.5 4.13 4.54
25 -37.65 700.5 3.36 3.63
28 -28.48 631.2 1.94 2.03 _ t! - •
' 29 -25.43 629.8 i.91 i.99
31 -19.32 621.5 i.60 I.67
_, 34 -16.26 619.1 1.47 1.52
P- 36 -9.66 615.4 I.43 1.48
i 37 -6.44 618.6 i.45 i.51
38 -3.22 613.4 i.39 I.44
39 O.O0 615.3 I.43 i.48 i
_-_ 40 3.22 600.6 I.14 i.18
i 41 6.44 612.1 1.54 1.59






qo- 42.653 Po= 10.556 "
Btu/ft2-sec psia
gauge e Tw qhwlqo q/qo gauge G p/po
cbg OR deg
53 -86.36 582.1 1.13 i.15 5 -99.43 O.24
54 -83.31 597.1 1.49 1.53 10 -63.63 1.98 t
55 -80.25 609.0 1.89 1.95 12 -54.08 3.10
56 -77.20 628.1 2.43 2.53 17 -51.69 3.03
57 -74.14 647.6 2.96 3.11 13 -49.30 2.42
58 -71.08 664.7 3.48 3.68 18 -46.91 2.16 I
59 -68.03 676.0 3.73 3.97 14 -44.53 2.08
61 -61.92 722.4 4.81 5.23 19 -42.14 1.68
62 -58.86 761.3 6.40 7.09 20 -37.36 1.40
1 -58.86 742.5 5.85 6.43 22 -25.43 0.96
2 -58.06 741.8 5.73 6.29 23 -18.27 0.94
3 -57.26 750.9 5.71 6.29 24 -11.10 0.95
4 -56.46 766.7 6.65 7.39 25 -3.94 0.97
5 -55.66 780.9 7.26 8.12 26 3.22 0.89
6 -54.87 778.2 6.80 7.60 28 17.54 0.76
7 -54.08 766.8 6.45 7.17
9 -52.47 77.8.2 6.96 7.78
10 -51.67 776.8 6.82 7.61
69 -50.26 778.9 6.90 7.70
68 -49.30 784.9 7.13 7.99
67 -48.35 785.4 6.97 7.81
66 -47.39 772.2 6.41 7.14
65 -46.44 772.9 6.94 7.73
64 -45.48 769.7 6.77 7.54 " :
24 -40.71 728.4 5.35 5.84 '25 -37.65 710.7 4.41 4.77
28 -28.48 620.9 2.05 2.13
29 -25.43 615.8 1.91 1.98
31 -19.32 605.9 1.67 1.73
34 -16.26 602.7 1.59 1.64
36 -9.66 596.5 1.38 1.42
37 -6.44 595.5 1.33 1.37
38 -3.22 589.6 1.26 1.29
39 0.00 588.2 1.19 1.22
40 3.22 584.9 1.09 1.11 I
41 6.44 588.6 1.14 1.16 IIt
42 9.66 587.1 i.12 i.15
•
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qo- 42.747 po= 10.636Btu/ft2-sec psia
t
gauge e Tw q_qo q/qo gauge e p/po
oR !
53 -39.45 566.7 0.85 0.86 1 -81.17 0.11
54 -36.39 571.3 0.96 0.97 5 -52.52 0.40
55 -33.34 572.2 0.97 0.99 9 -23.87 0.82 •
56
-30,28 574.1 1.01 1.03 i0 -16.71 0.85
57 -27.23 577.6 1.11 1.13 12 -7.16 0.91
58 -24.17 579.9 1.15 1.18 17 -4.77 0.91
59 -21.12 579.3 1.14 1.16 13 -2.39 0.9361 -15.00 589.4 1.38 1.42 18 0.00 0.94
62 -11.95 587.9 1.38 1.41 14 2.39 0.90
1 -11.95 584.0 1.28 1.31 19 4.77 0.96 !
2 -11.15 586.8 1.37 1.40 15 7.16 0.94
• 3 -10.35 584.1 1.32 1.35 20 9.55 0.94
5 -8.75 586.3 1.36 1.39 22 21.49 0.84
9 -5.56 586.0 1.36 1.39 23 28.65 0.73
10 -4.76 587.0 1.39 1.42 24 35.81 0.63
68 -2.39 592.3 1.53 1.57 25 42.97 0.55
67 -1.43 591.6 1.45 1.49 26 50.13 0.42
66 -0.48 587.3 1.38 1.42 28 64.46 0.23
65 0.48 588.6 1.43 1.46 i
64 1.43 587.8 1.43 1.46
24 6.21 587.5 1.40 1.43
29 21.49 582.8 1.26 1.28
31 27.60 577.4 1.12 1.14
34 30.65 575.2 1.06 1.08
36 37.26 570_8 0.94 0.95
37 40.47 570.2 0.99 1.00
38 43.69 564.7 0.79 0.80
39 46.91 562.5 0.72 0.73
40 50.13 562.1 0.71 0.72
41 53.35 557.9 0.61 0.61




_ ' rL_-_ :" "L_ • _"
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ExpedmentalData for Run 59
HeatTransferRate Pressure
qo- 40.837 po= 10.004
Btu/ft2-sec psia ,!,
• ,t
gauge e "Tw qhw/qo o/qo gauge 0. P/Po
dog °R dog i
53 -53.77 644.6 2.87 3.02 1 -95.49 0.43
54 -50.72 656.7 3.15 3.33 3 -81.17 0.96 i
55 -47.66 673.8 3.61 3.85 5 -66.85 1.61
56 -44.61 672.4 3.56 3.78 7 -52.52 2.17 *I
57 -41.55 688.3 3.95 4.24 9 -38.20 2.58
58 -38.50 691.7 4.34 4.66 10 -31.04 2.53
59 -35.44 713.9 5.06 5.49 11 -26.26 3.19
61 -29.33 729.2 5.32 5.81 16 -23.87 6.01 !
62 -26.27 793.8 8.33 9.40 12 -21.49 8.75
1 -26.27 787.3 7.86 8.84 17 -19.10 10.58
2 -25.47 802.5 8.55 9.68 13 -16.71 4.98
3 -24.67 841.3 10.58 12.22 18 -14.32 3.12
4 -23.87 866.7 11.86 13.88 14 -11.94 1.78 _
5 -23.07 920.8 15.24 18.34 19 -9.55 1.33
6 -22.28 921.7 14.76 17.77 15 -7.16 0.71
7 -21.49 897.5 12.58 14.95 20 -4.77 0.53
9 -19.88 950.5 18.01 22.02 21 0.00 0.23
71 -19.58 970.6 18.05 22.30 22 7.16 0.09
10 -19.08 982.7 18.61 23.15 23 14.32 0.13
70 -18.62 953.0 15.50 18.98 24 21.49 0.24
69 -17.67 939.8 13.50 16.41 25 28.65 0.44
68 -16.71 922.5 11.36 13.68 26 35.81 0.49
67 -15.76 910.7 9.79 11.72 28 50.13 0.30
66 -14.80 879.5 7.55 8.90
64 -12.89 836.8 4.96 5.71
24 -8.12 710.5 1.95 2.11
25 -5.06 645.5 1.22 1.28
28 4.11 560.3 0.30 0.30
29 7.16 557.1 0.20 0.20
31 13.27 553.1 0.20 0.20 4








qo= 39.986 po= 9.902 _
Btu/ft2-sec psia
gauge e Tw q_!qo q/qo gauge e p/po
deg °R deg
53 -53.77 638.2 2.42 2.54 1 -95.49 0.44
54 -50.72 650.1 2.90 3.06 3 -81.17 0.90
55 -47.66 660.1 3.19 3.38 5 -66.85 1.58
56 -44.61 668.4 3.44 3.67 7 -52.52 2.19
57 -41o55 " 672.9 3.78 4.03 10 -31.04 2.51
59 -35.44 702.3 4.03 4.36 11 -26.26 3.00
61 -29.33 724.2 5.22 5.71 16 -23.8? 4.17
62 -26.27 779.4 6.91 7.76 12 -21.49 7.46
1 -26.27 746.5 6.29 6.96 17 -19.10 8.44
2 -25.47 752.2 6.88 7.62 13 -16.71 4.58
3 -24.67 774.6 7.78 8.72 18 -14.32 4.90
4 -23.87 799.0 8.88 10.07 14 -11.94 4.80
5 -23.07 836.7 10.78 12.47 19 -9.55 3.58
6 -22.28 831.9 11.39 13.14 15 -7.16 2.04 q
7 -21.49 840.3 11.96 13.85 20 -4.77 1.31
9 -19.88 880.7 14.36 16.99 21 0.00 0.53
71 -19.58 922.7 16.32 19.73 22 7.16 0.16
10 -19.08 934.5 17.52 21.32 23 14.32 0.07
70 -18.62 929.9 15.26 18.53 24 21.49 0.06 . J
69 -17.67 950.4 14.84 18.22 25 28.65 0.14
68 -16.71 967.6 14.24 17.65 28 50.13 0.18
67 -15.76 946.6 12.55 15.38
66 -14.80 964.4 11.31 13.99
64 -12.89 963.6 10.27 12.69
24 -8.12 838.9 6.06 7.02 ;
25 -5.06 733.7 3.15 3.46 i i
28 4.11 580.1 0.72 0.74
29 7.16 566.8 0.49 0.5031 13.27 552.1 0.27 0.27





ExperimentalData for Run 61
P_.... HeatTransferRate Pressure _ ,




il_ -gauge e Tw qhw/qo q/qo gauge e p/po i
deg °R deg _,
53 -68.10 592..5 1.23 1.26 1 -109.82 0.08 i
54 -65.04 590.9 1.07 i.i0 3 -95.49 0.21 _,
i 55 -61..99 613.0 1.35 1.40 5 -81.17 0,51 :
56 -58.93 628.1 1.81 1.89 7 -66._5 0.84
57 -55.87 653.3 1.90 2.00 ,9 -52.52 2.22
59 -49.76 748.4 5.54 6.13 i0 -45.36 3.26 : _i
_ 61 -43.65 867.9 11.22 13.18 Ii -40.58 5.8¢
62 -40.60 883.2 15.38 18.21 16 -38.20 6.57 _ •
1 -40.60 885.7 15.55 18.43 12 -35.81 5.50
2 -39.79 867.1 15.34 18.01 17 -33.42 3.71
_ 3 -39.00 861.0 14.80 17.32 13 -31.04 2.16
4 -38.20 842.5 14.33 16.61 18 -28.65 1.58 .
5 -37.40 837.8 12.54 14.50 14 -26.26 i.45 ; *6 -36.60 783.5 9.77 10.99 19 -23.87 1.19
7 -35.81 780.8 9.01 10.12 15 -21.49 0.85 i
9 -34.21 749.4 7.79 8.61 20 -19.10 0.79
71 -33.90 737.4 7.01 7.71 21 -14.32 0.79
i0 -33.40 750.5 7.30 8.07 22 -7.16 0.79
70 -32.95 725.9 6.65 7.27 23 0.00 0.82 ,_
69 -31.99 715.4 6.29 6.84 24 7.16 0._0
68 -31.04 702.0 5.52 5.97 25 14.32 0.84
67 -30.08 681.6 5.34 5.72 26 21.49 0.67
66 -29.13 684.7 4.66 4.99 28 35.81 0.48
64 -27.22 671.5 4.61 4.90
24 -22.44 632.0 3.12 3.26 i
25 -19.39 621.1 2.45 2.55 IG
28 -10.22 607.9 1.85 1.92
29 -7.16 626.8 2.95 3.08
31 -1.05 607.3 2.43 2.51




_ HeatTransferRate Pressure _!
qo- 30.216 IX)- 4.968
Btu/ft2-sec psia ;
gauge e Tw qhw/qo q/qo gauge e p/po
dog °R dog
53 -53.77 585.4 1.43 1.45 1 -95.49 0.30
54 -50.72 593.5 1.72 1.76 3 -81.17 0.75
55 -47,66 601.1 1,74 1.78 5 -66.85 1.56
56 -44.61 600.8 1.84 1.88 7 -52.52 2.22
57 -41.55 600.5 2.14 2.20 9 -38.20 2.67
58 -38.50 598.9 1.92 1.97 10 -31.04 2.60
59 -35.44 602_2 1.92 1.97 11 -26.26 2.81
61 -29.33 605.8 2.13 2.19 13 -16.71 2.85
62 -26.27 597.8 1.74 1.78 18 -14.32 2.87
1 -26.27 587.4 1.55 1.58 14 -11.94 3.23
2 -25.47 591.1 1.77 1,81 19 -9.55 3.43
3 -24.67 595.2 1.74 1.78 15 -7.16 3.19
4 -23.87 583.2 1.07 1.09 20 -4.77 3.35
5 -23.07 598.8 1.73 1.78 21 0.00 3.26
6 -22.28 587.4 1.27 1.30 22 7.16 2.45
7 -21.49 593.4 1.83 1.87 23 14.32 1.63
9 -19.88 589.5 1.36 1.38 24 21.49 0.96
71 -19.58 597.6 1.64 1.68 25 28.65 0.54
10 -19.08 587.3 1.28 1.30 26 35.81 0.34
70 -18.62 594.1 1.73 1.77 28 50.13 0.06
69 -17.67 593.4 1.47 1.50
68 -16.71 579.4 1.03 1.05
67 -15.76 596.7 1.74 1.79
66 -14.80 595.4 1.68 1.72
64 -12.89 605.6 2.08 2.14
25 -5.06 609.0 2.55 2.62
" 28 4.11 601.3 2.00 2.05
29 7.16 600.7 1.92 1.97
31 13.27 595.3 1.77 1.81
32 16.33 590.6 1.59 1.62
j
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Experimental Data for Run 67
Hem Transfer Rate Pressure
qo- 41.492 Po- 9.934
Btu/ft3-sec p_a
gauge e Tw q/qo gauge e p!pQ.
deg =R deg
53 -53.77 613.9 2.15 2.23 1 -95.49 0.23 i
54 -50.72 624.7 2.37 2.47 3 -81.17 0.64
55 -47.66 62_.8 2.56 Z.67 5 -66.85 1.40
56 -44.61 631.8 2.62 2.73 7 -52.52 1.99
57 -41.55 633.7 2.66 2.78 9 -38.20 2.43 4
58 -38.50 630.0 2.58 2.69 i0 -31.04 2.45
59 -35.44 635.0 2.65 2_78 ii -26.26 2.66 _ '_
61 -29.33 625.8 2.40 2.50 13 -16.71 2.80 i
62 -26,27 631.7 2.63 2.75 18 -14.32 2.76
1 -26.27 609.5 1.94 2.01 14 -11.94 3.04
2 -25.47 608.7 i._i 1.97 19 -9.55 3.19 _
3 -24.67 614.1 2.10 2.18 15 -7.16 3.04 .
4 -23.87 614.5 2.24 2.33 20 -4.77 3.17
5 -23.07 624.0 2.61 2.72 21 0.00 3.09
I6 -22.28 615.2 2.16 2.24 22 7.16 2.33
7 -21.49 617.1 2.31 2.40 23 14.32 1.64
71 -19.58 618.2 2.40 2.49 24 21.49 1.00
i0 -19.08 627.0 2.59 2.70 25 28.65 0.56
70 -18.62 617.0 2.22 2.30 26 35.81 0.ii
69 -17.67 621.5 2.46 2.56 28 50.13 0.08
68 -16.71 619.2 2.39 2.49 30 64.46 0.02
67 -15.76 624.9 2.51 2.61
66 -14.80 622.7 2.40 2.50 j64 -12.89 630.2 2.67 2.78
24 -8.12 629.6 2.87 2.99
25 -5.06 640.9 _.21 3.37
28 4.11 628.6 2.75 2.87 |
29 7.16 625.3 2.60 2.70
31 13.27 610.9 2.10 2.17
32 16.33 607.5 2.00 2.07
135
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qo- 3_503 po= 9.130
Btu/ft2-sec psla
gauge e TW qhw/qo q/qo ga_Jge 0 p/po
dl_ OR deg
53 -75.26 569.9 1.32 1.34 1 -116.98 0.12
54 -72.20 "571.2 1.15 1.17 3 -102.65 0.34
55 -69.15 579.4 1.52 1.56 5 -88.33 0.77
56 -66.09 580.5 1.53 1.56 7 -74.01 0.89
57 -63.04 582.0 1.46 1.50 9 -59.68 1.35
58 -59.98 589.3 1.86 1.91 10 -52.52 1.44
59 -56.93 597.0 2.00 2.06 Ii -47.75 1.59 !i
61 -50.81 606.5 2_39 2.47 16 -45.36 1.68
62 -47.76 621.1 3.17 3.30 12 -42.97 1.66 :
1 -47.76 600.0 2.44 2.52 17 -40.58 1.82 !
2 -46.96 599_4 2.15 2.21 13 -38.20 1.85
3 -46.16 598.5 2.19 2.26 18 -35.81 2.13
4 -45.36 594.8 1.79 1.85 14 -33.42 2.44
5 -44.56 618.3 2.89 3.00 19 -31.04 2.81
6 -43.76 605.7 2.13 2.21 15 -28.65 2.62
7 -42.97 609.3 2.56 2.65 20 -26.26 2.91
71 -41.06 609.3 2.47 2.56 24 0.00 1.48
10 -40.57 620.3 2.74 2.86 25 7.16 0.55
70 -40.11 605.0 1.88 1.94 26 14.32 0.08
69 -39.15 608.6 2.35 2.44 28 28.65 0.06
68 -38.20 608.3 2.34 2.42 30 42.97 0.08
66 -36.29 619.8 2.75 2.87
64 -34.38 623.8 2.90 3.03
24 -29.60 630.8 3.43 3.59
25 -26.55 647.6 3.93 4.15 t
28 -17.38 671.1 5.33 5.69 I
29 -14.32 692.5 6.84 7.38
31 -8.21 768.4 10.34 11.60










,_ ExpedmentalDatafor Run 69 , i
ii HeatTransferRate Pressure
qo= 40.636 po= 9.841
!e_ Btu/ft2-sec psia
gauge 0 Tw qhw/qo o/qo gauge 0 p/Po
clsg °R dog
53 -53.77 622.7 2.87 2.98 1 -95.49 0.27
54 -50.72 642.2 3.62 3.80 3 -81.17 0.56
55 -47.66 646.7 3.91 4.11 5 -66.85 1.11
56 -44.61 654.2 4.44 4.69 7 -52.52 1.67
57 -41.55 654.4 4.37 4.61 10 -31.04 3.90
58 -38.50 654.3 3.86 4.08 Ii -26.26 7.42
59 -35.44 694.0 4.81 5.17 16 -23.87 2.62
61 -29.33 813.6 11.13 12.68 12 -21.49 3.34
62 -26.27 823.7 15.20 17.40 17 -19.10 1.09
1 -26.27 756.9 10.93 12.11 13 -16.71 0.76
2 -25.47 724.6 9.06 9.88 18 -14.32 0.39
3 -24.67 714.1 8.31 9.02 14 -11.94 0.45
4 -23.87 687.6 7.28 7.81 19 -9.55 0.36
5 -23.07 671.9 6.00 6.38 15 -7.16 0.31
6 -22.28 643.8 4.92 5.17 20 -4.77 0.43
7 -21.49 637.0 4.34 4.54 21 0.00 0.66
9 -19.88 615.8 3.22 3.34 22 7.16 0.81
71 -19.58 609.4 2.97 3.07 23 14.32 0.65
10 -19.08 613.7 3.08 3.19 24 21.49 0.55
'70 -18.62 601.0 2.44 2.52 25 28.65 0.49
69 -17.67 594.9 2.20 2.26 26 35.81 0.32
68 -16.71 587.0 1.83 1.87 28 50.13 0.24
67 -15.76 589.0 1.34 1.89 30 64.46 0.14
66 -14.80 576.7 1.32 1.34
64 -12.89 583.1 1.48 1.51
24 -8.12 564.7 0.62 0.63
25 -5.06 573.1 0.66 0.67
28 4.11 600.0 2.28 2.35
29 7.16 603.1 2.53 2.61
31 13.27 597.1 2.31 2.38
32 16.33 593.1 2.12 2.17
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qo= 40.169 po= 9.636
Btu/ft2-sec psi=,
gauge e Tw qhw/qo q/_ gauge e p/po
dog...... °R dog
53 -75.26 601.1 1.85 1.91 1 -116.98 0.07
54 -72.20 607.7 2.04 2.11 3 -102.65 0.19
55 -69.15 617.9 2.58 2.68 5 -88.33 0.51
56 -66.09 625.6 2.57 2.68 7 -74.01 1.01
57 -63.04 629.1 2.86 2.98 9 -59.68 1.28
58 -59.98 626.6 2.98 3.10 10 -52.52 1.07
59 -56.93 625.5 3.06 3.19 11 -47.75 0.99
61 -50.81 608.1 2.16 2.23 16 -45.36 1.06
62 -47.76 593.9 1.73 1.77 12 -42.97 1.09
1 -47.76 578.5 1.24 1.27 17 -40.58 1.31
2 -46.96 576.3 1.19 1.21 13 -38.20 0.98
• 3 -46.16 578.2 1.33 1.35 18 -35.81 0.86
4 -45.36 574.4 1.10 1.11 19 -31.04 1.12
5 -44.56 579.9 1.47 1.50 15 -28.65 1.08
6 -43.76 575.7 0.99 1.01 20 -26.26 1.03
7 -42.97 571.4 1.04 1.05 21 -21.49 1.16
9 -41.37 569.8 0.86 0.87 22 -14.32 1.01
71 -41.06 574.5 0.96 0.97 23 -7.16 0.99
10 -40.57 572.5 1.09 1.11 24 0.00 0.98
70 -40.11 572.2 0.88 0.90 25 7.16 0.93
69 -39.15 572.8 0.97 0.99 26 14.32 0.86
68 -38.20 571.8 1.03 1.05 28 28.65 0.65
67 -37.24 571.1 0.85 0.87 30 42.97 0.19
66 -36.29 575.1 1.06 1.08
64. -34.38 574.3 1.00 1.02
24 -29.60 565.0 0.65 0.66
25 -26.55 574.5 1.01 1.03
28 -17.38 569.0 0.81 0.82
29 -14.32 572.1 0.96 0..98
31 -8.21 571.1 0.92 0.94 _








ExperimentalData for Run 71 I
i
HeatTransferRate Pressure
qo= 37.812 po= 8.834
Btu/Tt2-sec psia
gauge e Tw qr_vlqo..,q/qo gauge e p/po
deg °R deg
53 -75.26 57.4.3 0.89 0.90 1 -116.98 0.04
54 -72.20 585.0 1.10 1.12 3 -102.65 0.11
55 -69.15 597.8 1.20 1.24 5 -88.33 0.29
56 -66.09 610.-7 1.43 1.47 7 -74.01 0.58
57 -63.04 630.6 2.04 2.13 9 -59.68 1.48
58 -59.98 652.3 2.88 3.04 i0 -52.52 3.01 :
59 -56.93 692.5 4.24 4.55 11 -47.75 4.64
61 -50.81 743.3 6.16 6.78 16 -45.36 6.05
62 -47.76 774.2 9.52 10.64 12 -42.97 6.41
1 -47.76 772.1 9.77 10.91 17 -40.58 4.92
2 -46.96 774.8 10.49 11.73 13 -38.20 3.62
3 -46.16 781.2 11.23 12.59 18 -35.81 2.35
4 -45.36 780.9 11.30 12.67 14 -33.42 2.03
5 -44.56 788.5 12.24 13.77 19 -31.04 1.50
6 -43.76 769.9 11.41 12.72 15 -28.65 1.22
7 -42.97 763.9 11.06 12.29 20 -26.26 1.01
9 -41.37 741.3 9.72 10.69 21 -21.49 0.89
71 -41.06 743.4 10.19 11.22 22 -14.32 0.88
I0 -40.57 750.3 10.39 11.47 23 -7.16 0.85
70 -40.11 733.4 9.53 10.44 24 0.00 0.88
69 -39.15 722.9 8.76 9.54 25 7.16 0.92
68 -38.20 714.2 8.20 8.89 26 14.32 0.76
67 -37.24 713.2 8.11 8.79 28 28.65 0.84
66 -36.29 703.2 7.37 7.95 30 42.97 0.45 i
64 -34.38 687.0 6.43 6.89 |
24 -29.60 638.5 4.13 4.32
25 -26.55 626.1 3.24 3.37
28 -17.38 598.7 1.91 1.96
29 -14.32 598.4 1.94 1.99 i31 -8.21 593.2 1.71 1.75 I






ExpedmentalData for Run 72 !i
i!. HeatTransferF_e Pressure '
i_ (1o= 47.949 po- 12.749
Btu/ft2-sec psia
, gauge e Tw ql_qo q/qo gauge e p/Po
dog °R dig
_.
_=" 53 -75.26 594.8 1.21 1..24 1 -116.98 0.03
i._ 54 -72.20 612.4 1.51 1.57 3 -102.65 0.09
i_': 55 -69.15 634.7 2.05 2.14 5 -88.33 0.24
_ 56 -66.09 651.5 2.37 2.49 7 -74.01 0.54
_ 57 -63.04 _76.5 3.09 3.29 9 -59.68 1.86
_ 58 -59.98 699.4 3.96 4.26 i0 -52.52 3.18
59 -56.93 747.8 5.98 6.57 II -47.75 4.58
i_ 61 -50.81 802.9 9.19 10.37 16 -45.36 5.01
_Y 62 -47.76 808.8 10.31 11.66 12 -42.97 4.77
_y 1 -47.76 804.5 9.26 10.45 17 -40.58 4.93
2 -46.96 802.9 9.63 10.87 13 -38.20 2.40
_: 3 -46.16 800.9 9.40 10.59 18 -35.81 1.94
4 -45.36 795.8 8.58 9.65 14 -33.42 1.62
5 -44.56 810.5 9.32 10.55 19 -31.04 1.38
6 -43.76 781.8 8.17 9.13 15 -28.65 1.16
7 -42.97 773.2 7.61 8.47 20 -26.26 1.02
9 -41.37 748.8 7.21 7.93 21 -21.49 0.97
71 -41.06 752.3 7.02 7.73 22 -14.32 0.85
10 -40.57 750.7 6.74 7.41 23 -7.16 0.88
70 -40.11 743.4 6.81 7.47 24 0.00 0.87
69 -39.15 735.9 6.58 7.20 25 7.16 0.91
68 -38.20 731.4 6.30 6.87 26 14.32 0.70
67 -37.24 719.0 5.63 6.10 28 28.65 1.07
66 -36.29 709.3 5.52 5.96 30 42.97 0.42
64 -34.38 694.4 5.03 5.39 i
24 -29.60 651.1 3.42 3.60
25 -26.55 636.2 2.87 3.00
28 -17.38 614.7 2.15 2.22
29 -14.32 610.7 2.08 2.14 _31 -8.21 606.9 1.90 1.96
32 -5.16 606.1 1.96 2.02 '_
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ExperimentalData for Run 73
i
_ HeatTransferRate Pressure
qo- 27.539 po- 4.662
_ Btu/ft2-Sec psia
gauge e Tw ql_w/qo q/qo gauge O p/pof dog °R dog
53 -75.26 564.6 1.00 1.01 1 -116.98 0.03
54 -72.20 572.3 1.41 i.44 3 -102.65 O.11
55 -69.15 583.7 1.97 2.01 5 -88.33 0.29
_'_ 56 -66.09 593.8 2.50 2.56 7 -74.01 0.74i 57 -63.04 607.9 3.12 3.22 9.-59.68 2.48 _58 -59.98 616.0 3.79 3.93 10 -52.52 3.51
_ 59 -56.93 640.1 5.06 5.30 ii -47.75 3.94
61 -50.81 669.2 6.96 7.40 16 -45.36 3.89
62 -47.76 674.9 7.36 7.85 12 -42.97 3.98
1 -47.76 670.3 6.61 7.03 13 -38.20 2.22
_ 2 -46.96 662.3 6.23 6.60 18 -35.81 1.69
3 -46.16 663.6 6.Ol 6.38 14 -33.42 i.59 '
4 -45.36 660.1 5.63 5.96 19 -31.04 i.47
5 -44.56 667.2 6.05 6.42 15 -28.65 1.13
6 -43.76 659.6 5.77 6.ii 20 -26.26 i.06
7 -42.97 654.9 5.35 5.65 21 -21.49 1.04
9 -41.37 644.6 4.83 5.08 22 -14 32 0.95
71 -41.06 649.8 5.15 5.42 23 -7.16 O.93
10 -40.57 648.5 5.04 5.31 24 O.O0 O.91
70 -40.11 646.0 4.93 5.19 25 7.16 0.94
i 69 -39.15 642.4 4.84 5.08 26 14.32 O.74
: 68 -38.20 640.0 4.64 4.87 28 28.65 O.29
i 67 -37.24 635.7 4.31 4.51 30 42.97 O.45
66 -36.29 628.5 4.02 4.19
i• 64 -34.38 622.0 3.75 3.90
!" 24 -29.60 601.3 2.73 2.81 i
25 -26.55 588.6 2.17 2.22 !
28 -17.38 574.4 i.71 I.74 _.
!! 31 -8.21 571.1 1.53 1.56 i







ExperimentalData for Run 74
HeatTransferRate Pressure _': qo=.38.603 Po= 9.203
_.. Btu/ft2-sec pea
4
_ gauge e Tw q_4qe, q/qo............gauge e _po
deg °R deg
-_ 54 -72.20 547.3 0.29 0.29 1 -116.98 0.01
55 -69.15 549.2 ....0.32 0.32 3 -102.65 0,03
_+ 56 -66.0_ 551._ 0.36 0.37 5 -88..33 0.07
_ 57 -63.04 583.4 0.41 0.41 7 -74.01 0.16
_, ._ -59.98 554.8 0.47 0.47 9 -59.68 0.31
_: 59 -56.93 558.5 _.53 0.54 10 -52,52 0.36
,_ .... 61 -50.81 560.5 0.58 0.59 11 -47.75 0.44
62 -47.76 558.9 0.5_ 0.57 16 -45.36 0.58 '
i
_ 1 -47.76 558.0 0.50 0.50 12 -42.97 0.61 i
= 2 -46.96 558.9 0.54 0.54 17 -40.58 0.66
__ 3 -46.16 558.6 0.52 0.53 13 -38.20 0.57 I,
4 -45.36 559.8 0.60 0.60 18 -35.81 0.63 ;t
5 -44.56 561.9 0.61 0.62 14 -33.42 0.68
6 -43.76 560.8 0.57 0.58 19 -31.04 0.82
7 -42.97 560.6 0.60 0.61 15 -28.65 0.77
9 -41.37 560.9 0.58 0.59 20 -26.26 0.87
71 -41.06 565.9 0.70 0.71 21 -21.49 0.95
10 -40.57 564.9 0.71 0.72 22 -14.32 0.92
70 -40.11 565.1 0.69 0.70 23 -7.16 0.96
69 -39.15 565.6 0.68 0.69 24 0.00 0.99
68 -38.20 566.3 0.72 0.73 25 7.16 1.09
67 -37.24 568.3 0.74 0.75 26 14.32 0.93
66 -36.29 568.6 0.76 0.77
64 -34.38 570.0 0.78 0.79 J
24 -29.60 569.4 0.80 0.81
25 -26.55 572.6 0.83 0.84
28 -17.38 573.7 0.91 0.92
29 -14.32 576.4 0.94 0.96
31 -8.21 577.6 0.97 0.99
32 -5.16 579.0 0.96 0.98
B
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qo= 35.897 _ - 7.816 _'
,, Btu/ftZ-sec psla
-i
_ gauge e Tw ql_qo q/qo gauge e p/po
I dog OR dog
53 -53.77 647.3 3.65 3.84 1 -95.49 0.31
54 -50 •72 662.8 4.06 4.30 3 -81.17 0.66
55 -47.66 671.8 4.39 4.68 5 -66.85 1.32
i 56 -44.61 683.3 5.06 5.42 7 -52.52 2.01
57 -41.55 690.8 5.38 5.79 9 -38.20 2.48
58 -38.50 694.8 5.50 5.92 11 -26.26 5.63
59 -35.44 722.1 6.39 6.98 16 -23.87 4.20
_ 61 -29.33 813- 9 Ii. 06 12.65 12 -21.49 3.50
62 -26.27 838.6 13.51 15.65 17 -19.10 1.52
i 1 -26.27 790.2 10.89 12.30 13 -16.71 0.78
-, 2 -25.47 775.7 9.50 i0.65 18 -14.32 O.54e
3 -24.67 767.1 8.63 9.63 14 -11.94 O.50
4 -23.87 757.2 8.32 9.24 19 -9.55 O.51
• i 5 -23.07 742.4 6.86 7.56 15 -7.16 O.46
6 -22.28 719.4 5.62 6.13 20 -4.77 0.64
7 -21.49 708.8 5,20 5.63 21 O.O0 O.82
10 -19.08 660.5 3.37 3.57 22 7.16 O.89
'_ 70 -18.62 642.2 2.66 2.79 23 14.32 0.71
69 -17.67 629.8 2.27 2.37 24 21.49 0.62
i 68 -16.71 617.9 1.99 2.07 25 28.65 O.58
67 -15.76 610.3 I.87 1.94 26 35.81 O.41
i 66 -14.80 599.2 1.54 1.59 28 50.13 0.26
,! 64 -12.89 588.7 1.27 1.30 30 64.46 0.15
_j 24 -8.12 566.5 O.76 O.77
25 -5.06 576.8 0.87 0.89 i
28 4.11 603.7 2.5p 2.58
29 7.16 606.4 2.55 2.63
31 13.27 600.4 2.Ol 2.07









ExperimentalData for Run 76 ' _,
HeatTransferRate Pressure _
qo- 35.467 po- 7.664
Btu/ft2-sec psia
gauge e Tw qh./qo q/qo gauge _ p/Po
deg °R deg
53 -53.77 625.4 2.63 2.74 1 -95.49 0.38 ,:
54 -50.72 634.7 3.01 3.15 3 -81.17 0.76
55 -47.66 642.8 3,29 3.46 5 -66.85 1.43 i
56 -44.61 649.7 3.44 3.63 7 -52.52 2.04
57 -41.55 656.3 3.85 4.07 9 -38.20 2.60 _
58 -38.50 658.2 3.82 4.04 i0 -31.04 2.66
!
59 -35.44 666.1 4.12 4.38 11 -26.26 2.90
61 -29.33 672.8 4.33 4.62 13 -16.71 2.86 i
62 -26.27 658.9 3.90 4.13 18 -14.32 2.95
1 -26.27 647.5 3.47 3.66 14 -11.94 3.08
2 -25.47 646.4 5,48 3.67 19 -9.55 3.41
• 3 -24.67 651.4 3.73 3.94 15 -7.16 2.97 t
4 -23.87 6FI.2 3.66 3.87 20 -4.77 3.10
5 -23.07 666.7 4.08 4.34 21 0.00 2.67
6 -22.28 656.5 3.84 4.06 22 7.16 1.34
7 -21.49 661.4 3.99 4.24 23 14.32 0.64
71 -19.58 663.0 4,08 4.34 24 21.49 0.35
i0 -19.08 665.7 4.20 4.46 25 28.65 0.21
70 -18.62 660.5 4.08 4.33 26 35.81 0.14
69 -17.67 662.5 3.96 4.21 28 50.13 0.07
68 -16.71 664.3 4.15 4.41 30 64.46 0.05
67 -15.76 670.0 4.28 4.56
66 -14.80 665.4 4.09 4.35
64 -12.89 672.2 4.42 4.72 |
28 4.11 628.6 3.20 3.34
29 7.16 619.1 2.69 2.80
31 13.27 583.5 1.62 1.66





°ExpedmentalData for Run 77 _ ,.
- ,q
- HeatTransferRate Pressure
qo- 35.129 po- 7.837
Btu/ft2-sec psia
r.
gauge e Tw qhw/qo q/qo gauge........ e P/po
.... OR deg
53 _53.77 628.4 3.72 3.90 1 -95.49 0.37
54.......50.72 619.5 3.32 3.47 3 -81.17 0.84
55 -47.66 604.8 2.90 3.00 5 -66.85 1.61
56 -44.61 604.6 2.72 2.81 7 -52.52 1.37
57 -41.S5 588.5 2.31 2.37 9 -38.20 0.98 :,
58 -38.50 583.6 1.90 1.95 10 -31.04 0.90
59 -35.44 584.5 1.74 1.78 11 -26.26 0.87
61 -29.33 573.1 1.59 1.62 16 -23.87 1.08
62 -26.27 558.7 0.90 0.91 12 -21.49 1.16
1 -26.27 556.3 0.87 0.88 17 -19.10 1.15
2 -25.47 557.2 0.98 0.99 13 -16._1 0.92
3 -24.67 557.4 0.96 0.97 18 -14.32 0.95
4 -23.87 557.8 0.79 0.80 14 -11.94 1.01
5 -23.07 566.1 1.09 1.11 19 -9.55 1.02
6 -22.28 559.8 0.92 0.94 15 -7.16 0.97
7 -21.49 560.6 0.89 0.90 20 -4.77 0.97
9 -19.88 563.2 • 1.04 1.06 21 0.00 1.06
71 -19.58 566.4 1.11 1.12 22 7.16 0.90
10 -19.08 564.7 1.15 1.16 23 14.32 0.81
70 -18.62 564.4 1.14 1.16 24 21.49 0.76
69 -17.67 565.5 1.06 1.07 25 28.65 0.72
68 -16.71 565.9 1.17 1.19 26 35.81 0.55
66 -14.80 567.2 1.09 1.11 28 50.13 0.34
64 -12.89 566.4 1.06 1.08 30 64.46 0.2024 -8.12 563.2 1.08 1.10
25 -5.06 567.2 1.05 1.07
28 4.11 562.9 0.95 0.96 !
29 7.16 562.6 1.00 1.02
31 13.27 561.1 0.91 0.92




_ ExperimentalData for Run 78 t
. HeatTransferRate Pressure !_
qo = 35.483 po= 7.763 ;
Btu/ft2-sec p_aI
gauge.........e Tw qhw/qo o,/qo gauge e P/po
°R
53 -53.77 684.9 3.18 3.41 1 -95.49 0.36
54 -50.72 706.7 3.78 4.11 3 -81.17 0.75 !)
55 -47.66 716.7 3.88 4.23 5 -66.85 1.47
56 -44.61 726.0 4.29 4.70 7 -52.52 2.17
57 -41.55 741.9 ....4.93 5.45 9 -38.20 2.76
58 -38.50 744.1 4.90 5.43 10 -31.04 2.81
59 -35.44 759.2 5.25 5.86 11 -26_26 2.82 i
61 -29.33 767.3 5.35 6.00 16 -23.87 3.84
I
62 -26.27 785.3 6.50 7.35 12 -21.49 6.22
1 -26.27 751.7 5.62 6.24 17 -19.10 5.35
2 -25.47 754.7 5.74 6.38 13 -16.71 6.47
• 3 -24.67 763.2 5.94 6.63 18 -14.32 5.70 9
4 -23.87 772.7 6.27 7.04 14 -11.94 2.27
5 -23.07 791.8 6.85 7.76 19 -9.55 2.77
6 -22.28 778.4 6.69 7.54 15 -7.16 0.76 i
7 -21.49 792.8 7.54 8.55 20 -4.77 0.95
9 -19.88 816.1 8.88 10.19 21 0.00 0.33
71 -19.58 845.2 10.46 12.20 22 7.16 0.17
10 -19.08 841.6 10.18 11.85 23 14.32 0.23
70 -18.62 866.8 11.73 13.83 24 21.49 0.41
69 -17.67 879.9 12.20 14.49 25 18.65 0.57
68 -16.71 888.0 12.02 14.33 26 35.81 0.50
67 -15.76 902.6 12.17 14.64 28 50.13 0.21 II66 -14.80 887.8 10.75 12.82 30 64.46 0.ii )64 -12.89 858.2 7.06 8.28
24 -8.12 800.5 _.16 4.74
25 -5.06 742.1 2.09 2.31
28 4..11 597.7 0.38 0.39
29 7.16 575.9 0.27 0.27 I
31 13.27 561.8 0.47 0.48 t









• HeatTransferRate ° Pressure
im qo= 41.587 po= 9.934
!
Btulft2-ssc............. psia
gauge e Tw qlts/qo q/qo gauge e p/po
d_ *R deg......
53 -53 77 654 8 3 65 3 85 1 -95.49 0.27
e
4 0 • 2 7 ,3 4• 0 4.,91 3 81 17 O 60
55 -47,66 690,1 5.32 5,71 5 -66,85 1,18
56 -44,61 701,7 5•68 6,14 7 -52, 52 2,13
57 -41 •55 717,1 5,55 6,04 9 -38 ,20 2,C3
58 -38,50 713,7 5,45 5,93 16 -23,87 4.63
59 -35,44 729,3 6,08 6,66 12 -21 .49 3.86
61 -29,33 838,9 14,82 17,13 17 -19,10 1,88
_!i 62 -26,27 903,7 16,62 19,87 13 -16,71 O,881 . 849 2 0 O0 1 62 8 4 32 .5
=:
_ 2 -25,47 832,0 8,41 9,69 14 -II, 94 O,44
3 -24,67 824,1 7,14 8•19 19 -9,55 O.49
_! 4 -23.87 797.0 5.48 6.21 15 -7.16 O. 41
5 -23,07 797,4 5,38 6,09 20 -4,77 O.75
:-- 6 -22.28 765.2 4.19 4.67 21 0.00 1.10
: 7 -21,49 754,1 3,94 4,36 22 7,16 0.86
:. : 9 -19.88 700.6 2.87 3.i0 23 14.32 O.70
_i 71 -19,58 692,0 2,81 3,02 24 21.49 0,63
I0 -19,08 693,3 2,87 3,09 25 28,65 O.63
_," 70 -18,62 674,0 2,40 2,56 26 35,81 O,50
69 -17,67 654,3 2,15 2,27 28 50,13 O.29
68 -16,71 640,6 1,99 2,09 30 64,46 0,16
i 67 -15,76 630,3 i,80 I,88 I'
:_ 66 -14,80 615,5 i,58 I,64 I
64 -12,89 601,3 1,26 1,30
=_, 24 -8,12 578,2 1,08 i,ii
28 4.11 618.3 2.90 .01
29 7.16 622,2 67 ,78 : I
31 13.27 607.3 85 .92 !







qo- 22.400 po- 3.510 1
Btu/_sec psia t_
gauge e Tw qhw/qo q/qo gauge e p/po
¢bg OR deg i
!
53 -53.77 598.3 2.53 2.61 Z -95.49 0.29
54 -50.72 610.6 3.07 3.18 3 -81.17 0.51 i
55 -47.66 611.7 3.09 3.21 5 -66.85 0.73
56 -44.61 616.4 3.20 3.33 7 -52.52 1.85 ,!
57 -41.55 624.3 3.43. 3.59 9 -38.20 2.50 , i_
58 -38.50 629.4 3.82 4.01 i0 -31.04 2.47
59 -35.44 638.4 4.37 4.60 ii -26.26 3.85
61 -29.33 651.4 4.17 4.42 16 -23.87 7.87 i
62 -26.27 709.4 6.60 7.21 12 -21.49 8.77 !
1 -26.27 692.2 5.24 5.67 17 -19.10 6.77
2 -25.47 700.8 6.12 6.65 13 -16.71 3.61
3 -24.67 715.5 7.36 8.06 18 -14.32 1.62
4 -23.87 716.3 7.92 8.68 14 -11.94 1.01
5 -23.07 724.2 9.58 10.54 19 -9.55 0.52 i
6 -22.28 715.6 9.67 10.59 15 -7.16 0.38
7 -21.49 714.9 10.46 11.46 20 -4.77 0.38 !
9 -19.88 689.8 9.96 10.76 21 0.00 0.37
71 -19.58 686.5 10.33 Ii.15 22 7.16 0.52
10 -19.08 693.0 10.59 11.47 23 14.32 0.78
70 -18.62 671.5 9.21 9.86 24 21.49 0.77
69 -17.67 655.9 8._n 8.49 25 28.65 0.63 !
68 -16.71 643.3 7.01 7.45 26 35.81 0.45
67 -15.76 630.7 6.10 6.40 28 50.13 0.26
64 -12.89 593.5 3.28 3.38 30 64.46 0.16
24 -8.12 559.3 1.37 1.39
25 -5.06 555.2 0.85 0.86
28 4.11 557.2 0.57 0.58
29 7.16 564.7 0.62 0.63
31 13.27 578.9 1.74 1.78









_ _ HeatTransferRate Pressure
_ _ qo= 35.861 Po= 7.800
i Btu/ft2-sec psia
gauge e Tw qt_,/qo o/qo gauge e plpo
_' deg oR deg
_- * 53 -53.77 551.4 0 . 47 0.47 1 -95.49 0.05
_-_-¢ 54 -50.72 555.4 0 .-60 0.60 3 -81.17 0.09
!T 55 -47.66 555.2 0•61 O. 61 5 -66.85 O.22
__ 56 -44.61 558.2 O.70 0.70 7 -52.5Z 0.37
,.. 57 -41.55 562.7 0.86 0.87 9 _38.20 0.58
_ 58 -38,50 568.6 1,02 1.03 i0 -31.04 0.6162 26 27 72 4 .17 19 11 26 26 72
': 1 -26.27 564.4 O.97 O.98 16 -23.87 0.91
E_; 2 -25.47 565.4 i.02 i.03 12 -21.49 0.98
_- 3 -24.67 565.4 1.01 1.03 17 -19.10 0,.95
_,_ 4 -23.87 566.1 1.04 1.05 13 -16.71 0._0
_i 5 -23.07 566.0 0.99 1.00 18 -14.32 0.85 •
__! 6 -22.28 566.0 O.99 i.O0 14 -11.94 0.88
- 7 -21.49 565.9 0.97 0,98 19 -9.55 1.02
; 9 -19.88 566.5 0.97 O.98 15 -7.16 O.95
iL 71 -19,58 576.0 i.38 I.40 20 -4.77 1.02
_: i0 -19.08 569.5 1.Ii i.13 21 0.O0 i.07
__, 70 -18.62 574.7 1.29 1.31 22 7.16 0.94
,__ 69 -17.67 573.3 1.24 1.26 23 14.32 0.92
_: 68 -16.71 572.6 1.20 1.22 24 21.49 0.87
67 -15.76 572.9 1.18 1.20 25 28.65 O.85
66 -14.80 573.8 1.23 1.25 26 35.81 O. 65
64 -12.89 575.4 1.25 1.27 28 50.13 O.42
24 -8.12 572.8 1.12 1.14 30 64.46 O.26
28 4.11 572,4 1.07 1.08
:, 29 7.16 571.5 1.09 I.ii
: 31 13.27 572.3 1.18 1.20
_: 32 16.33 572.7 1.22 1.24
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ExperimentalData for Run98 •
_,.
_ HeatTransferRate Pressure
qo,, 34.551 po- 7.552
Btu/ft2-sec psla
gauge e Tw qlTMqo q/qo gauge e P/Po
deg =R deg
_ 53 -53-.77 626,9 3.48 3.64 1 -95.49 O.29
i 54 -50.72 637.8 4.05 4.26 5 -66.85 1.28
55 -47.66 650.2 4.93 5.21 7 -52.52 2.05
56 -44.61 651,4 5.11 5.41 9 -38.20 2.63
57 -41.55 678.2 4.99 5.36 i0 -31.04 7.O0 :_
58 -38.50 707.4 5.10 5.55 11 -26.26 4.10
59 -35.44 711.2 4.70 5.13 16 -23.87 2.04
61 -29.33 801.3 15.53 17.74 12 -21.49 1.82
62 -26,27 702.3 9.36 10.17 17 -19.10 1.O0
1 -26.27 648.1 5.64 5.96 13 -16.71 O.51
2 -25.47 628.8 4.67 4.89 18 -14.32 0.49
3 -24.67 625.5 4.38 4.58 14 -ii. 94 O. 52 o
_ 4 -23.87 616.3 3.66 3.82 19 -9.55 O.72i_: 5 -23.07 611.4 3.17 3.29 15 -7.16 O.60
_-' 6 -22.28 595.1 2.57 2.65 20 -4.77 O. 94
:_ 7 -21.49 589.2 2.30 2.36 21 O.O0 I.O0
i,: 9 -19.88 578.4 1.87 1.92 22 7.16 0.81
71 -19.58 583.2 1.98 2.03 23 14.32 0.67
10 -19.08 579.4 1.81 1.85 24 21.49 O.63
70 -18.62 582.4 1.95 2.O0 25 28.65 O.58
69 -17.67 578.1 1.70 1.74 26 35.81 0.48
68 -16.71 574.0 1.42 1.45 30 64.46 O.16
67 -15.76 574.8 I.40 1.42
64 -12.89 572.2 1.21 1.24
24 -8.12 570.0 1.00 1.02 d
25 -5.06 615.5 2.35 2.45
28 4.11 588.0 2.32 2.38
29 7.16 584.2 2.09 2.14
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